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Security apprehends student and grad f *************************************
in Combs Building typewriter heist;
possession of marijuana also charged
By BOB LANGFORD
SUff Writer
A University student and an alumnus
were apprehended Thursday night
while allegedly taking an estimated
$3,00O-»3,5O0 worth of typewriters and
calculators from the Combs Building,
according to campus security police.
Terry L. Howard, a junior from
Hyden and Terry P. Hinkle, a 76
graduate from Williamsburg are
charged with burglary, criminal
trespassing and theft by unlawful
taking.
Howard is also charged with trafficking and possession of marijuana
and valium as well as possession of
burglar's tools. The drugs were found
on Howard's person.
The two were placed in Madison
County jail, on Friday, ten per cent of
their $10,000 bail was met and the two
were released.
An inventory was taken on Friday
and it was discovered three typewriters

and three calculators were missing
from the Business Department. "We
estimate the value at about $3,000,"
said Alfred Patrick, chairman of the
Business Education and Office Administration Department
The Business Department is also
missing a fourth typewriter, but John
Goolsby, security specialist, said
Howard and Hinkle admit to having
taking only three.
At approximately 9:30 p.m., security
received a phone call, from a woman
whose name would not be revealed, that
two men were on the third and fourth
floors of the Combs Building going into
classrooms and professor's offices.
"It's really kind of funny," said
Randy Roy, one of the officers who
worked on the case. "They went up to
her and asked where more typewriters
were."
Students are not allowed in
classrooms after the dismissal of
evening classes without the permission

of a professor.
Responding to the call, officers Roy
Barry Cecil, and Larry Piercey found
the suspects in a classroom on the third
floor of the Combs Building.
"They were definitely under the
influence of something," Cecil said,
"but of course only a doctor can confirm that."
Howard signed a consent-to-search
order and Roy and Piercy accompanied
the suspects to Howard's home.
"We only searched the living room,
bathroom and Howard's bedroom,"
Hoy said. "He didn't give us permission to search any of his roommate's living quarters."
The search of the house on Thursday
and a subsequent search on Friday
proved nothing.
"We questioned the suspects casually
and really just chatted with them," Roy
said.
"They made free admissions to
(see BURGLARS, page 1<)

Only 'modest' improvements possible

1978-80 budget request cut by
six million at CHE meeting
By NANCY HUNGABOAND
Editor
The University's 1978-80 budget
request was cut approximately six
million dollars Tuesday by the state
Council on Higher Education.

Senators receive
77-78 budget
at meeting
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
A motion made last week to combine
the parking facilities committees of the
Student Senate, Men's and Women's
Interdorms was said to be illegally
made by Student Association President
Mike Duggins.
Duggins announced, though, that a
committee made up of members of the
Senate and the two Interdorms would
work on the problem of parking
facilities. He added that members of
the faculty and students who commute
would also be asked to take part.
Copies of the 1977-78 budget were
given to each senator.
The copies of the budget, which is
$7,400, was made available by Cindy
Edkin, chairperson of the Finance
Committee.
The Constitution of the Student
Government Association of Kentucky
(see SENATORS, page M)

Eastern had asked for J28.7 million in
1978-79 and $32.6 million in 1979-80, but
the Council lowered that request to
$28.3 million next year and $29 million
the following year. The curi eui budget
is $23.7 million.
Along with Council recommendations
for other state schools, the University's
budget proposal will go now to the state
finance department and then to the
governor for review.
University President J.C. Powell said
the Council had produced a funding
proposal which they think will allow the
University to meet costs of inflation,
complete changes required by federal
law and makes some improvements in
programs.
"It (the Council's proposal) does
provide, in effect, a level of funding that
will enable us to continue our current
level of operation... and make very
modest program improvements,"
Powell said.
The "modest" changes will include
small improvements in employe,
faculty and staff salaries and benefits

and modification of academic
programs, if the Council's request is
approved, he explained.
"What happens next is anybody's
guess," he said. • "This is only a
recommendation."
Construction requests from the state
universities were not considered at
Tuesday's meeting, but the Council will
One of these fifteen Homecoming queen hopefuls will
present its recommendations on the
Dillaboro, Ind; Jancie Teague, Louisville; Glngle
be crowned during pre-game ceremonies of the Saturproposals at a meeting Nov. 16.
SI usher, Middlesboro; Tammy Harris, Louisville;
day afternoon clash between EKU and Western. The
The University has construction
Debbie Raque, Louisville. Back row, Anita Jones, Mt
candidates are, from left, front row, Leslie Berkshire,
project requests before the Council in
Sterling; Angela Stevenson, Louisville; Laura Hamm,
Burlington; Debbie Thomas, Shepherdsville; Jenny
three categories, according to Powell.
Shelbyville; Vickie Lynn Peters, Louisville; Linda,
Henson, Somerset; Elaine Neal, Ashland;
Pam
Funds are needed for completion of
Marchese, Franklinville, Ind.
<$ Cover, Danville.
Middle row, Robin Spangler,
physical changes to meet federal
requirements concerning accessibility
for the handicapped, occupational
health and safety and Title IX.
Renovation of certain facilities including the Central University
Building and academic projects complete the areas in which funding was
requested.
Powell said he understood from
discussions with state officials that
very little money would be available for
construction in the coming biennum.
The Progress has been awarded an
of Distinction in coverage and content,
The ACP judge had only words of
All American rating, the highest
writing and editing, editorial leaderpraise for the editorial and opinion
possible, by the National Scholastic
ship and opinion features and physical
feature pages. "The scope of editorials
Press Association-Associated
appearance and visual communication.
is excellent for both on and off-campus
Collegiate Press (NSPA-ACP) for
"The greatest strength of the paper
issues," he wrote. "Your arts page is
editorials
2
publications during the 1977 spring
seems to be the scope of its sources and
superior to many city dallies."
semester.
coverage," Peacock wrote in his
Noting that this is the fourteenth time
entertainment
9
Scoring 4,100 quality points out of a
evaluation.
The Progress covers
The Progress has been awarded an Ailpossible 4,500, The Progress presented
campus and related community events
American rating, the paper's adviser,
■Ports
10,11,12,13
an example of "an outstanding campus
well, he said.
Hon Wolfe, said, "Once you set a
paper," according to the ACP judge,
He found the paper's writing and
organizations
14
precedent of excellence, succeeding
Bernon Peacock.
editing to be "professional, particularly
staffs try to live up to the standards—
arts
U
The paper was cited for special
in front-page news stories," noting the
they get that 'All American' feeling. I
achievement in four areas with Marks
need for tighter editing in some cases.
think that is what has happened here."

Queen candidates '77

Progress earns top rating for spring
issues; cited for special achievement

periscope
The tradional Saturday morning
Homecoming parade will look a
bit skimpy this year—only seven
floats. Guest writer Rick Roesel
explains why most Greek
organizations didn't construct
floats this year on page 3.

Homecoming '77
Traditional football clash provides memories in years to come
By SHARON B LEVINS
Staff Writer
Homecoming is a time of memorieswatching a rivalry football game,
renewing past friendships or observing
a parade that appears more grand and
glorious as time goes on—those experiences which are trafsformed into
reality each year during Homecoming
festivities.
These, plus the spices of music,
dancing and fair pa^antry, are
calculated to bring the old grads (arid
the new ones! back to the campus by
the hundreds this weekend.
Homecoming events will begin
Friday at 9 a.m. with a golf tournament
at Arlington. That evening in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom comes the
Homecoming dance and the presen-

tation of the candidates for
Homecoming queen.
Sponsored
by
University
organizations, 15 finalists were chosen
from a group of 47 candidates in a
general election held on Thursday, Oct.
13.
Gaining the greatest number of the
popular votes, these final IS are later
evaluated in an interview with the
judges who critique the women on
beauty, speech, personality and poise.
The contestant who obtains the most
quality points in these areas will be this
year's queen.
These finalists will appear on Oct. 22,
first in a parade and then will later
enter Hanger field before a crowd that
has been traditionally the largest of the
year.

One of these coeds will be selected as
Homecoming queen and crowned just
prior to the kickoff of Kentucky's oldest
football rivalry. EKU vs. Western
Kentucky University at 2 p.m.

The winning participants in dorm
decorations will receive a $100 first
place prize with second place receiving
$50 prize.
At 10 a.m. Saturday,the Homecoming
The 77 Homecoming activities will parade will begin its march down
be spiced with an array of stationary Lancaster Avenue to downtown Richdesigns depicting student's ideas to the mond. Leading the parade as grand
marshal will be John Vickers, director
theme of "Turn on With T V."
of Placement and Career Development.
Seven candidates sponsored by
When the alumni enter the University
Saturday, 15 campus buildings will registered student organizations have
have decorated their windows and entered the float competition. Winners
interiors, paint and personal com- in this category- win be Judged on
munication for all to see.
». ongipajity and beauty with first place
Case Hall for example, depicts the winner receiving $150 and .second place
theme "Hilltoppers - Come on Down!!" 175. Local banks are sp ...oring the
Other examples are "Happy Days," the prize money given to the dorm
theme of Clay Hall, Combs Hall, decorations and float competition
•Sesame Street", Miller, Beckham and winners.
Some themes for floats are Kappa
McCreary Halls, "The Gong Show."

Delta Tau and Alpha Iota Gamma who
team up with the same idea to
"MASH, the Hilltoppers" and United
Methodist Campus Center theme says
"Turn on With TV - Send the
Hilltoppers Back to Walton's Mountain."
A buffet will welcome alurr.ni
Saturday .at 11:30 a.m. in the .Keen
Johnson Ballroom, with the classes of
1967 and 1972 made'especiallx welcorrfe
with reunion luncheons n the Powell
Buildina.
«, . s .
The Marching Maroons and the
Alumni Band will take the field amidst
a whirl of color during the gigantic
halftime Homecoming show.
After the football game, entertainment will include a post-game
reception at 4:30 p.m. followed by the

Alumni Ban)| Ban°.uet- both In the
Powell BuiAfhg.
Homecoming will conclude with a
concert at 8 p.m. in Hiram Brock
Auditorium featuring guitarist and
singer Tom Chapin with special guest
I-ori Jacobs.
When the day has ended, ask a
student what Homecoming means to
them and thereply/'Party!" "Victory
to Eastern" may be given. Ask this
same student the question 10 years
later arid he will paust, stare mistyeyed, reflect inward and respond,- all
constituting memories.
" >•
Homecoming is a time of memories:
those which are treasured through the
years and those which are recreated
efcch year at events such as
Homecoming.

*

I

'Progress' is a student newspaper
with professional responsibilities
The Eastern Progress is a
' -student newspaper, but its journalistic standards, responsibility to the community and
editorial leadership must meet
the same criteria faced by any
other newspaper.
According to its official
policy, The Progress is charged
with reporting "fairly, fully
and accurately ail phases of
news of, and to, the Eastern
community."
Checked only by the phrase,
"within the limits of its
facilities," that responsibility
poses an enormous task for the
newspaper's staff.
Boundaries set by space
limitations, reader interest,
time elements and the relative
importance of events
necessitates daily priority
decisions on what the
.newspaper is able to cover.
• Such decisions are rarely easy
to make; never are they accomplished without careful
thought.
For
example,
the
organizations department of
The Progress must cover the
activities of approximately 150
organizations on campus.
Each of these groups hold
-'meetings, elects officers and
sponsors events as a matter of

course throughout the school
year.
Obviously, full coverage of
each club could fill a weekly
newspaper.
Attempting to
meet the numerous requests for
exposure both fairly and interestingly is a constant
problem, but the organizations
editor's situation is not uniaue.
Progress sports is responsible for reporting the happenings in 15 varsity sports, as
well as intramural and sports
clubs.
This fall all of these are involved either in competition or
preparation for an approaching
season; the majority are competing at least once a week
right now.
Certainly, men and women,
inter- and intracollegiate
athletes all deserve a share of
the spotlight, but someone must
make the sticky decisions of
what constitutes a fair share.
A sports editor' has to
examine the intangible elements of reader interest and
importance of events to determine what can be presented to
the reader. Recognizing that
athletes in all sports are
dedicated and hard-working,
his task of setting priorities
becomes all the more difficult.
Cultural events at the Univer-

sity take place daily and almost
nightly. Concerts, art shows,
plays and other attractions
crowd the campus calendar and the arts page. Everyone cannot be covered in detail
every week.
The list of problems involved
in setting and maintaining
space and interest priorities
goes on and on. Catering to no
one, the editors and staffers
work to produce a newspaper
which presents the University
community with the widest,
fairest and most intensive
coverage of news possible.
They do follow certain
established guidelines in doing
their jobs. News content is expected to report campus events
in advance "in proportion to the
event's importance and interest to Progress readers," be
accurate, fair and unbiased, be
used according to priority and
time limitations and respect an
individual's right to privacy.
The Eastern Progress thrives
upon news. Its responsibility is
to its readers—to inform, entertain and listen to them. Performing with independence and
a sense of responsibility, The
Progress can only do its best to
live up to the highest of journalistic standards.

The Eastern Progress
NANCY III N(.AKI.AN1)
Editor

Page 2

Editor,
* In my opinion.
letting the unilevidcd students run under any college
in the elections of the Eastern Kentucky
University Student Association gave
competition within the college, but it
Was unfair.
For example, there were students
who were listed as "undecided" who
ran in my college, which la Applied Arts
and Technology. But what is really
unfair is letting the undecided student
vote under any college that he or she
wants to.
~) For example, an undecided student
walked up to the table and gave her
name, social security number and
college. Then, the girl working behind
the table said, "Well, since you are
listed as undecided, pick any one of the
six colleges and vote." But, a friend of
mine who is in my college wanted to
vote under EducaUon, but couldn't
since he was in the College of Applied
Arts and Technology. In summary.lt
seems as if the undecided student
seems to get all the "choices" around
election time.
That is why I think there should be a
"College of Undergraduate Studies" for
the "undecided" and the "special"
students.
I will be submitting to the senate in
the near future that a College of
Undergraduate Studies be formed
before the next senate election.
For interested students who want to
know what takes place during a senate
meeting, the senate welcomes all
students. Stop by at 6 p.m. in the
Kennamer room in the Powell Building
every Tuesday night and find out what
is happening because we represent
YOU-the student.
Sincerely,
Robert Al broil
Box IS. Dupree Hall

Women athletes
unimpressed,...

Editor:
In response to Gene McLean's High '
It Inside," Eastern Progress". "October'
6, 1977.
I was not impressed with Mr.
Mclean's 'attempt to logically (?)
justify the stand the Eastern Progress
has taken concerning coverage of
women's and the men's so called
"minor" athletics.
His vague terminology, contradictions, implications

V

TERRY TAYLOR
Managing Editor

Homecoming is, in the words
of that immortal song, "a many
splendored thing."
For alumni returning to the
campus for the weekend
festivities it is a time of memories and renewed friendships.
These graduates spent four
precious years living, learning
and partying at the University.
The changes they experienced, the people who
touched their lives here form a
part of them which can never
be forgotten. Homecoming, for
them, is coming home.

MARK TURNER
News Editor
GENE MCLEAN
Sports Editor
SARAH WARREN
Feature Editor
TFNA SCHOEWE
Arts Editor
LYNNE KKl Kit
Organizations Editor
BILL MOORES
Circulation Manager
STEWART MARTT .... Asst. Circulation Manager

editorials
editor's mailbag
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'Unfair' competition

s

.11 M THOMAS!)\
Business Manager

Homecoming is...something for everyone

and failure to show factual basis for his
justifications" force the informed
reader, or anyone else who bothers to
look into the topic, to question the
credibility of any further print bearing
Ins name.
First of all I would like to know his
definition of "minor" as applied to
athletics.
Better yet ask Donald
Combs, athletic director, what the
definition is.
I am confident Mr. McLean will find
there is no such term in the vocabulary
of any of the professional athletic administrators on this campus. No intercollegiate sport is considered
"minor."
Next. Mr. McLean halfheartedly attempts to convince the reader of the
"worthiness" of "minor" athletics, in
which he includes all of women's
athletics. But he is quick to stress these
teams do not possess the two qualities
needed to merit coverage in the
Eastern Progress, those being huge
budgets and large records of attendance.
Furthermore, I do not think it is
asking too much for Mr. McLean to show
the facts and figures to prove that the
football program clears enough money
to "....feasibly support the University's
other sports." Again, after some investigation. I am confident that there
are no such facts and figures to be
found to verify such a statement.
In the last two paragraphs of his
editorial, Mr. McLean tries to imply that
there is a direct correlation between
game attendance and reader interest.
This also implies that low attendance
would show low reader interest. These
implications have not been proved;
nevertheless, the staff of the Eastern
Progress has done nothing to see where
the actual reader interest lies. Until the
staff makes a genuine effort to find
these fields of interest, Mr. McLean
cannot say and* justify where the
"greatest reader interest" lies.
In closing. I feel that if Mr. McLean's
presumptions are reasonable and his
logic sound, then we must accept his
conclusions. But if they are not...
Sincerely,
.g. - -•
K a thy Wilson '.
Box 429, McGregor Hajl

...feel ignored
Editor.
I am an avid sports fan and I am a
female. My wish is to bring to your
attention the fact that that combination

does exist. But what does a female
sports fan see in the Eastern Progress
to interest her? Three pages of sportsnamely basketball and footballcatering to the male population. We are
talking about two sports explicitly
covered i to the extent of boredom and
nit-picking I for a group that represents
less than half of the student population
here at Eastern.
When asked why there was so little
sports coverage of the women's
program, the answer of the Eastern
Progress rang throughout Weaver
Building. "Nobody wants to read about
women's sports."
Here, I will tell you who is interested
in women's sports. There were 16 girls
playing for the honor of EKU and
probably over 100 fans in games played
three weeks ago. There is a basketball
team of approximately 16 girls and
their growing number of fans.
There is a field hockey team, a
gymnastics team and a track team, all
with fine athletes representing
Eastern. And three out of five of these
teams sport winning records over the
last five years going as far as state and
regional tournaments. Can you say the
same about men's basketball and
football?
If there were just one person on this
campus that was interested in reading
about women's sports, I would say that
it is that person's right to read about it.
And when there is such a large number
interested, I say that it is a right being
purposely denied to the Eastern
population by the Eastern Progress.
Sincerely,
Susan J. Blizzard
Box 39. Sullivan Hall

Get involved
with BSU
Editor,
Sometimes we look at a situation,
whether it is national or local and
wonder, "Why doesn't someone do
something about this?" We look at a
problem on campus and have a good
idea about a solution. The question I
derive from all of this wondering is,
"Do you do anything about it?"
As a member of the Black Student
Union (BSU), I feel I have an obligation
to improve myself and improve the
organization. As president of the union,
I feel it is my duty to tell you that I need
help to improve the situation.
The Black Student Union is here to
represent and help the black community as a whole, whether you are in a
fraternity, sorority, club or just a
student who cares.
In order for the union to function
properly it needs support from all these
people. It needs ideas and following up
of these ideas from all these people.
Don't say "I don't want to join the
BSU because I don't like the people
who are in it."
There are a lot of people in this world
you don't like but you face the world
each day. If you intend to improve
yourself you must be able to face unpleasent things. You must be persistent
sometimes to get things done. The BSU
has a chance to do many good things.
Whenever you feel an urge to get
involved, join the Union and become
involved! You can easily find out how
to do this. Look for the posting of
meetings or call someone you know that
is in it. I'm looking forward to a chance
to get involved with you.
Sincerely,
Aaron Thompson, Pres.
Black Student Union
Box 53 Palmer 132351

Editor's Note:
Due to space limitations, all letters
received by the Progress concerning
women's sports' coverage could not be
printed. Five other readers expressed
sentiments similar to those appearing
in the two letters printed above.
Not publishing the other letters does
not indicate a lack of interest or
Letters to the editor are welcome. All
fesponsiveness taahe situation the. letters must be signed, less than 400
writers Jiave addressed: however. words and include the address and
Progress" editors must work within telephone number of the writer:'Adcertain space guidelines.
The .two dress all correspondence to: Editor,
letters printed were considered the The Eastern Progress, Fourth Floor,
most representative of the letters' Jones Building, EKU, Richmond, Ky.
opinion on sports coverage.
40475.
Readers are reminded that allJetters
Any member of the university commust be signed and bear an address munity interested in submitting a guest
before they may appear in the opinion article to the Progress for
Progress.
publication should contact the editor.

Letters policy

Students at the University
see Homecoming through different eyes.
Wrapped in
studying for mid-terms,
finishing floats and tuning in to
a parade, dance, football game,
concert and innumerable par-

ties, the current crop has little
time for introspection.
Homecoming, for them, is
making memories.
Thank goodness there is still
one event around that holds
something for everyone.

fcommenlerry

"\

terry taylor
Homecoming and mid-terms
hit smack on the same week
this year.
Everybody is bound to be
feeling that mid-term tension,
especially those student and
faculty members who expend
some degree of time and effort
on spirited-minded endeavors
which contribute to a successful Homecoming.
Seems like Homecoming
week could be planned around
those deficiency-determining
exams for the benefit of all. A
request of that nature has been
sent by the Homecoming Planning Committee to President
J.C. Powell in hopes that next
year's mid-terms and
Homecoming activities might
be offset. Should provide a little better schedule for
everybody.
At least one group of students
haven't been worried with a
flurry of Homecoming
preparations.
The Greek
organizations, typically a very
visible and active segment of
the student body, are miffed.
So, except for Theta Chi
fraternity and Pi Beta Phi
sorority, there will be no Greek
floats in Saturday's parade and
competition.
Maybe there is more to their
contention than the average independent can know, but
somehow I never noticed a
severe lack of attention to the
Greeks and their activities.
Too bad. Homecoming is a
time when all groups should be
anxious to pitch in • help the
day be an exciting one for
returning alumni.
Good thing there are other

groups and individuals willing
to take up the slack left by our
sensitive Greeks.
Don't know if mid-terms have
anything to do with it, but
recently the library has been
handling capacity crowds.
It's been a full house in the
reference room once the rest of
the library closes down after
10:30. Almost every table and
desk in the place is covered
with the books and papers of
some studious soul.
A heart-warming scene, to be
sure. But once the room gets
that full, the atmosphere
becomes almost of a friendly
campus get-together, with a
constant under-current of low
conversation.
What with all the commotion,
no matter how diligently
ignored, so many people tend to
make the proper level of concentration a bit difficult to
maintain.
The late-hour study time is
definitely utilized, but one room
is hardly sufficient to accommodate the study needs of
14,000. An extra area, perhaps
periodicals, should be open after 10:30, so the serious studiers
will be able to thin out.
Should be a good weekend,
with graduates returning to the
ol' alma mater to renew fond
and maybe not-so-fond
memories.
Partiers should
have a good time, and try to
separate boozin' and cruisin',
as much as possible.
As we all know, sober driving
is instrumental in having any
memories at all, so take care.

The EdsterryProgress
Member of Associated Collegiate Press Association, Columbia Scholastic
Press Association and Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association.
Represented for national advertising by the National Educational Advertising Service, Inc., N.Y., N.Y.
Published each Thursday during the regular school year except for vacation
and examination periods at Eastern Kentucky University by authority of the
Board of Regents through the Student Publications Board.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of this university.
Advertising appearing in this newspaper Is intended to help the reader
buy. Any false or misleading advertising%bould be reported to the Business
Manager, The Eastern Progress, Fourth Floor Jones Building. Second class
postage paid at Richmond, Kentucky, 40475.
Eastern Kentucky University is annual opportunely. Affirmative Action
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number 622-1258.
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The movement is the message
Tracy McDonald says it through choreography

By SARAH WARREN
Feature Editor
Like feathers being blown in
the wind, the dancers floated
across the shining, hardwood
floor.
Their bodies moved with
agility and quickness, first on
the floor, then up in the air.
Pivoting, leaping, twisting—
constantly moving, only eyes
were fixed as if in deep concentration.
The dancers, rehearsing a
piece choreographed by Tracy
McDonald, were getting ready
for the EKU Dance Theatre,
Oct. 26.
McDonald was
dancing in the place of
someone who had missed
practice.
A professional dancer,
teacher and choreographer,
McDonald is doing what she
enjoys best. "When I don't
dance," she said, "there is a
terrible void in my life.
"I am a physical person and
iPhoiobySTKVKHKowNT''"' not as happy unless I'm
she said.
techniques help prevent muscle injuries and dancing,"
McDonald majored in dance
improve flexibility and strength.
at
Southern
Methodist

Tracy McDonald leads her special education
modem class in a few stretches and bends
before they begins dancing. These warm-up

people po

University in Dallas,
Italia* Texas
T.««.
and then went to New York
City to learn under the
"pinnacle "of modem dance,
Martha Graham.
She thought being in her
dance company would help
when she started teaching, she
.said.

McDonald
performed
with the company on
Broadway and eventually
started teaching for them.
She
didn't,
however,
compose many dances while
in New York because, said
McDonald, "when you're in
somebody else's company,
you don't do your own
choreography, you do theirs."
Since she is doing the
choreography for a piece in
the Dance Theatre and
teaching a special education
modern dance class once a
week, she now has a chance to
do some choregraphy on her
own.
"I think I'm ready," she
said. "I feel I have something
to say now.

A committee is studying early student withdrawals.
Have you ever seriously considered leaving school?
I PkoUi by STEVE BROWN |

..-n. ™
„■ ways
«._are no set rules..
"There
are several
There
that.
you
can
approach apply to the choreography of
choreography," said modem dance.
McDonald,
"One guy out in California
Ideas for movements come went out on stage and brushed
from everywhere, she his teeth and called it modem
said. "I used to watch dance. To me, that's not
people on the subways in New modern dance; that only
York and get movements.
destroys the image," she said.
"I can look at you sitting
A lot of people have
there and get a movement preconceived ideas about
from the position you're in," modem dance. "Some people
she said. "You can use the hear 'modern dance' and they
design of a building, animals think of something weird like
or anything."
dancing in the daisies or acAfter
deciding
on ting like trees," McDonald
movements, they must be set said.
to music. In deciding on the
But, modern dance is an art
music for the Dance Theatre, form, said McDonald, and it is
she wanted to choose something which takes a lot of
something students would dedication and hard work.
appreciate. So instead of
"It's not only great exerserious, classical music, she cise; it's very good discipline.
chose a Latin-American You have to control and
sounding rock number.
isolate parts of your body. It
Costuming is also important takes a lot of concentration
and McDonald said since the and physical effort," she said.
five dancers will be dancing Modern dance can be
about a man they love, they compared to ballet, but there
will be wearing really hot are several major differences.
colors.
"In ballet, one uses the
The leotards will be appendages—arms and legs,
paprika, dusty rose, orange, to defy gravity and move from
red and burgundy and all will pose to pose," said McDonald.
wear magenta colored skirts.
However, modem dancers
The background will be black use their bodies as well as
to create a striking contrast. their arms and legs.

*
*
McDonald said Martha
Graham explained It this way:
The torso is important to
dance because the solar
plexus, the main energy
source for our bodies, is
located right in the center of #P
the torso.
"Everything we do, whether
we laugh, cry or scream.
comes from the solar plexus,"
McDonald said, "so there's no
reason why you should negate
the torso."
With modem dance your
movements are controlled but
yet one seems to be free, she
said.
With good discipline, said
McDonald, "dancers can take
the movement to the point
where they almost fall,
making the audience gasp and
making It exciting and unpredictable.
Acquiring this discipline
takes years and years of
practice and determination.

<*M

"You have to build up
strength, endurance and
balance," McDonald said.
The goal the dancer seeks is
perfection, she said, and one
never reaches that.
"Some goals have an end,"
she said, "but with my goal,
it's a continual thing."

Homecoming floats sink
without help of Greeks

"I usually think about it
during test times. You get a
bad test back and you thuk
about.. . how far is this going
to get me, is it really worth
it?"

"Yes. Thesociallifeisbad.no
activities, dead weekends. A
lot of it, too, is administrative
hassles, especially when they
seem to be against the
students. The classes are the
only thing I like. That's why I
stayed."
Jill Stetnmetz, 20, senior

"No, not at all. I'm not going
to drop out because I like it
here . . . everything."

Peggy Hord, 19, sophomore

Tom Reed, 18, freshman

Deadline extended
Due to a mix up in addresses,
several hundred questionnaires
from the University Retention
Committee could not be
delivered to students, according to Dr. Clyde Lewis,
Retention Committee chairman.
Although the original
deadline is past, any full-time
junior or senior who did not
receive a questionnaire may
pick one up in Lewis' office,
Keith 121, before Tuesday,
Lewis said.
E.K.U. Students! Vrnenyounotetheflrstletterofeachseiitenre. It will give you the name of our church. When we note
your presence in our services we will be made happy that you
have chosen to worship with us.
Come thou and we will do thee good1
A warm welcome awaits you1
Let us help you in your spiritual life!
Very promising are our results1
A life without Chnsts influence is empty1
Rest assured we are sincere when we say.
You are needed in our services1

Deadlines for nominations
for the Danforth Graduate
Fellowship and the Harry S.
Truman Scholarship are
approaching.
The Danforth Fellowship is
for students who wish to earn
a PhD or other terminal
degree so they can teach a
college level subject likely to
be taught in the undergraduate liberal arts
curriculum.
The Truman Scholarship is
for full time juniors who are
studying in an undergraduate
field that will permit admission to a graduate

program leading to a career in bachelor's degree may apply
government.
directly to the Danforth
An
us
y
citizen who has a Foundation l)> Nov. 15.
B
All nominations for the
" " average and is in the
"PP" fourth of their class is Truman Scholarship must be
eligible to be nominated for turned in by Nov. 4 to Dr.
the
Frederic Ogden, dean of the
Truman Scholarship,
College of Arts and Sciences in
All
nominations
of Roark 105.
graduating seniors for the
For more information call
Danforth Fellowship should be Ogden at 3385.
turned in to Dr. Jack I..
Culross, acting assistant dean
of the college of Arts and
Sciences, in Roark 105.

Macbeth
■

< .ill I hi' I idrlili I llM.n ( itlligt-XlusH-r
I it Id VssiK'Litc in tour area;

823-7704

•

Jim McChesney
Nathan Dickerson
Michael Bri
Irewer
$234100
Steve Dowd
$23-3499
Phil Perry
986-8369

«• *

"Forever His"
"Forever His," a contemporary Christian singing group from the
Baptist Student L'nirtn 01 E.K.L., \ in be singing in the Combs
Building—Grise Room on October 26 at«:30jp.m. Their concert will
consist of singing,' drama and oluegrass music' Members include
Lisa Applegate, Terri Martin, Jerry Cowan, Paul Barnicott, Robin
Waggoner, Rex Alexander and Kerry Jones. This group traveled
throughout 15 states on a 13 week tour this past summer. Admission
is free.

-.

Evening Services 7:30 P.M.

Calvary Baptist Church

«-

MH1

|
I
|

"Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow."

Bob Roberts
(23-7684
Jim Epifano
$23-7703 "
Roo Owens
Patricia D. Best

I

Interested students who
have already earned a

Prepare for it. The earlier you
begin a life insurance program, the
less you pay. Find out about the
CollegeMaster plan.

Sunday School 10:45 AM

Big Hill Avenue Richmond, Ky.

Craig Neeley, 23, junior

Application deadlines near
for Truman,Danforth awards

cs

Because we love the Christ we serve1
And the souls of men saved and lost!
Putting an effort forth to prove this:
Teaches us how rewarding and
Important to gam those around us
Saying thus, we stand reminded to
Tell others the wonderful story
Christ is the answer to every situation!
His understanding helps in every crisis!
Unless our lives are without him.
Reality of Heaven c^n be yours thru him!.
Come andivorship witfi us'
Here is our location:
... ■

"I did consider it, but just in a
low moment. I've really had
some very poor teachers.
They didn't retain my interest and then the tests came
along."

By RICK ROESEL
busy stuffing crepe paper into from the Progress, the
Guest Writer
chicken wire nailed to support Milestone, or the alumni
As
Homecoming
ap- columns,
magazine. All we got out of
proaches with all its traditions But wait.
The old the deal was a bill for $75 for
of marching bands and dor- warehouse isn't as crowded as materials," he laid.
mitory window paintings, it'usually la this time of year,
Willlnger added, "The
casual observers would say Now you're on the right track, University expects us to back
this is Just like any other Float competition just isn't them when they don't back the
Homecoming. They would be what it used to be. Last year, organizations."
wrong.
there were 14 floats entered. In addition to the lack of
There is an element missing In the Homecoming parade, recognition, cost is another
from this year's celebration. This year there are only factor.' "Most fraternities feel
In case your mind has drawn a seven.
they are wasting their money
blank in thinking for this The biggest drop in par- and would rather put «
missing part, all you have to ticipation seems to be with the towards something more
do Is walk through the tobacco Greek organizations,
worthwhile.
warehouse on Second Street, Two years ago, a majority
For
which is always a busy sight of the fraternities and
e*«npl*. the Betas
during Homecoming week.
sororities were involved In the P"™***"1 new linoleum for
The smell of a typical bam float competition. This year lheu" kitchen with this year's
Wta you in the face aa you Theta Chi Fraternity and PI n°at ■Uotment. Other Greek
walk in on the hard dirt floor. Beta Phi Sorority are the only organizations are saving the
money for formats and
The almost undescribable Greeks entered,
aroma of old wood mixed in According to Dick Wlllinger, necessities for the floors and
with a touch of must and a bit president of Beta Theta PI houses.
of tobacco lets you know Fraternity, most of the Greeks
Although there Is a $150
where you are.
didn't feel it was worth it. prize for the best looking float
As you make your way Willinger remembered back this year, the majority of the
through the old building you to two years ago.
Greeks weren't swayed. The
notice the different or- "In 1975, the Betas and lack of recognition, coupled
ganlzaUona hard at work on Kappa Deltas were awarded with decreasing levels of
their
floats
for
the first place for the beat looking interest and Increasing coats,
Homecoming parade.
The float. It was moved to the has
encouraged
many
Wesley Foundation, the Begley parking lot at halftlme fraternity and sorority
Baptist Student Union, and the and that was it.
members to leave chicken
Communications Dept. are all "There was no recognition wire for the chickens.
MM
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Overcoming handicaps
Structural changes in campus facilities
to make buildings, grounds more accessible
By MARIA BELLAMY
Staff Writer
Structural changes will be
made in tome University
buildings and grounds in order
to accommodate physically
handicapped students, according
to
University
Attorney Jack Palmore.
A steering committee has
been formed by President J.C.
Powell to study the campus
and its services to determine
what changes need to be

made, Palmore said.
The changes are being made
in order io comply with the
Rehabilitation Act of 1674,
which says, according to
Palmore, that "you can't
discriminate on the basis of a
handicap in any academic
program."
Changes will include curb
cuts for wheelchairs, parking
adjustments,
restroom
restructuring, dorm accommodations and easy ac-

cess to all offices, services and
classes.
Some curb cuts have
already been made, said
Palmore.
Certaift parking
adjustments were made even
before the Rehabilitation Act
took effect last June, he added.
In regard to dorms,
Palmore said the University
does not have to open all floors
of every dorm to handicapped
students.

"Regulations talk in terms Palmore.
of reasonable selection of
Palmore stated, "I think the
living accommodations," he president has made an effort
said. '
to correct some of the more
As an example of an access obvious areas, but before he
change, Palmore pointed out can go any farther he needs
that his own office is ac- more information.
cessible only by stairs.
"Until we get the status of
the buildings," he said, "we
In order to make the office
available to handicapped don't know what or how much
needs to be done."
students, Palmore will have to
move to a first floor office
Palmore said the steering
during certain hours or by committee is "in desperate
appointment.
need" of students and
handicapped
Palmore said that the "especially
students"
to
help
point out
steering committee's report
on what needs to be done will problems.
"We'd like to have their
be available by the end of the
input," Palmore said. "They
semester.
Federal
regulations can see the problems that we
can't."
stipulate that all structural
Any students interested in
changes be made within three
years, except in the case of serving on the steering
major changes where private committee pan contact
contractors will be used, said Palmore in his office.

STAR WARS" OPENS

Taumc C'wma

In 20lh Century-Fox's
STAR
WARS ' which opens
at
Ihe
Thoatre, it has been
the goal ol writer-director George
Lucas to make an imaginative entertainment experience that would
transport audiences out ol the theatre and into an unknown galaxy
thousands of Jight-years from earth,
ucas believes in the motion picture
media as the most magnificent toy
ever invented for grown men to play
with and express their lantasios. lo
proiect their nightmares and dreams
and to indulge their whimsies and
secret desires
A high-energy action movie.
STAR WARS takes lull advantage
Of Ihe technical wizardry ol modern
filmmaking as it unites Ihe hardware
ol contemporary space adventure
with Ihe romantic fanlasies of sword
and sorcery
tale ol heroes and villains. Hurlm Ford to ■ xalacttc ok-ate la
STAR WARS lei's ol Ihe romance "S«« Wan" opcalaf Oct M, at the
,Tcmw Ctarma. Mark Hamlll. Alec)
jetween a young naivo boy and. -'
beautiful, spirited princess II is an Gulnptai, Pettr Cuahtag aad Carrie
odyssey Irom innocence lo knowl- Ktahrr ctitar la the !Mh Century-Fox
ige she ages-old tale oHne pass releair.

bUCC3n86rDrive in Showtime 7:35
Now Showing
WHAT HIE PRINCE
SLIPPED CINDERELLA
WAS NOT A SLIPPER.

Little Colonel coffee
Karen Gifford, foreground, a freshman from
CirclevUle, Ohio, and Kelly Comer, far left,
business major from Tipp City, Ohio provide
service with a smile at Frisch's as the Little
Colonels took over waitress responsibilities

last Monday and Tuesday nighu aa a fundraising project. With the cooks, the Little
Colonels were in complete charge of serving
customers.

Infection control workshop
scheduled for October 27

"From the Hospital to the
Courtroom" is the subtitle of a
workshop on infection control
to be presented here Oct. 27.
One objective of the
workshop is to inform medical
employees of legal responsibility in infection control,
said Dr. Raymond Otero,
professor of
biological
sciences.
Joseph Savage,
Lexington attorney, will speak
on that subject.
The workshop will be
presented by the Blue Grass
Chapter of the Association for
Practioners of Infection
Control in cooperation with
the Department of Biological
Sciences and the Division of
Special Programs here.
Otero will speak on

"Specimen Handling and
Transport:
Its Role in
Infection Control."
Other speakers on workshop
objectives will be Dr. Ardis
Hoven, St. Joseph Hospital
epidemiologist, Lexington, on
"Tuberculosis and the Acute
Care Hospital"; Norma
Godbey, nurse-epidemiologist
of the Fayette County Health
Department, on "Infectious
Diseases of Public Health
Importance"; Dr. Robert
Rapp, associate professor of
pharmacy. University of
Kentucky Medical Center,
Lexington, on "Hazards of IV
Therapy",
and
Bonnie
Nicholson, RN, in-service
coordinator, Good Samaritan
Hospital, Lexington, on

"Foley Care: An Updated
Review."
The workshop in Room 301,
Rowlett Building, will begin
with registration at 8 a.m.
Participants will be welcomed
by chapter president Sally A.
Reeves, nurse-epidemiologist
at UK Medical Center.
Otero said Continuing
Education Unit Certificates
will be awarded to workshop
participants "as evidence of a
person's dedication to continuing
professional
education."
Requests for information
concerning registration; fees,
and materials should be
directed to Otero, Moore 205,
phone 2021.

Andy s PIZZA

PALACE

Come to Andy's
Before or After The Game !
for the Pizza That Changed!
the World.
I
Delivery 623-5400

350 EASTERN BY-PASS
(Next to University Motel)
Hours: ll;00a.m.-12:45a.m.

GfttttonUa

dJQQro
^^

^^

Album Rock

Brings You
( IM)ERF.I.I.\ THE I'KIM i:

THE FAIKY
llli:
('■ODMfrrilKH" I I.I.Y MNTKKS
A I.HIIIT I l-IIISIMVIIIIV
IN ri\.\\!MM\ Ml K|nri|i>M( sill Ml COLOR BV tlKLI \K

Second Adult Feature

What they do in
Wlldlj KM*.
roarlnffh funny.
if*Koe* all the \\ a>
» K \*

will shock you...
do in private will
4e your mind!

655o^*c°*2Sfs
wrtHOOi»s«G^CUT

ROD STEWART OCT. 29
and

CROSBY, STILLS,
& NASH
- NOV. 6
.' cnaiwiiiMr- .•

PRODUCERS RELEASING CWGV>tf*TIO> rmwm* "0«€E UPON A GIRL" Starring RICHMOND JOHSSO *
CMKX PIV.sit | ...,.„■".. UTTir Kf D RICMSG HOOD C^DfsTlH JACKBCA^ST MK
Execute.* ij..J..v,.- Wl ll*« '< si, BERMEIT ■ MdOCOW Trcsluc*' D«ID wiMr - VMRK, M -vVLV*
Produced Bv JOEL Sf iPf'L ftweted t» IXJs . JRttn,
\ fXC CCLEXSf; V»DE IN HO, LHVOOO i S »

\n ^imdted f- Ll»« **»on Film (X)For *Ju<» Onli

JOIN US IN
STAMRING

GLORIA GUIDA ALICE AMES/SHERRY WlRON
••ooucio ••VICTOR SIMS/omcno a>OEOROE LANCER
» C"OU» ' M>fSINT»TION
IN (LAZING COlO«

RUPP ARENA
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'Country newspaperman'
talks about Constitution
and freedom of the press
ByTAMARABENGE
SUH Writer
Jim Lee Crawford seemed
to get a little sentimental
when he spoke Wed., Oct. 12
about his childhood days in
Cor bin and how he eventually
became editor of the Corbin
Times Tribune.
"I have been a country
newspaperman all my life,"
Crawford told a group of mass
communications students.
"When I was 10," he said, "I
worked in a newspaper office
folding papers by hand. I
grew up in a newspaper office."
Crawford received his
journalism degree from the
University of Kentucky and
although it once had its accreditation taken away, he
assured the audience hisdegree was genuine.
•After UK, I got married
and worked as a reporter at
Corbin," he said. He said he
believes being a reporter is
one of the most interesting
jobs around.
He said his reason for this
belief is because of the variety
of stories one covers and the

different and unique people
one may encounter.
According to Crawford, the
funniest story he has ever
covered happened when a
National Guard plane crashed
in a nearby cornfield.
He decided to get a picture
and as he was leaving the
scene he barely escaped the
outrage of an approaching
bull.
Crawford added not all
stories are funny and
sometimes they can be heartrending.
Crawford said the best story
he has ever covered was one
concerning a lost little girl at
Cumberland Falls.
He related how he had
searched all night and as the
sun came up he spotted a large
man carrying a small girl on
the beach below him.
Crawford then proudly
announced he had received his
first writing award for that
story.
But,
Crawford
said
rehashing the past was not
what he was there for.
Instead, he said he was
there to
discuss
the

^\ an apple a day.
Coles Raymond M.D

relationship of the first
amendment of the Constitution to the free press.
Crawford was quick to point
out Bert Lance and Watergate
were examples of the need for
a free press.
"I want you to remember,"
he said, "the Constitution
guarantees only a free press
and not the conscientiousness
and responsibility of the
journalist."
Crawford also said the
responsibilities of the journalist include being fair,
objective and careful.
"The obligation of
newspaperman is to
people living under
government and to tell
people so they can judge the
government," he said.
Crawford then proceeded to
compare the journalist to a
watchdog saying if you muzzle
him, he cannot do his job.
Crawford has recently been Jim Lee Crawford, editor of the Corbin Ttmei
in the news because of an Tribune, believes his life-time involvement in around. He spoke to a group of Journalism
editorial he wrote criticizing the newspaper business is one of the best jobs students last Wednesday.
strip mining.
done free from the coal a newspaperman," he said, "1
As a result of the editorial, had served on for 14 years.
He said they would have companies than have a have to follow my conCrawford was dismissed from
the park commission which he rather had their grade work newspaper man for a mem- science."
Crawford warned, "It's
ber.
. never fun to get involved in a
I wrote it
of crusade
J ,_
. going
' , because
"*^°"** *"
because you're
conscience. If I m going to be iQ get h(jrt ,.

Professor to lecture by telephone
been established.
The topic of the lecture
series, Otero said, deals with
infection control in laundry
services of hospitals. Twentyone Pennsylvania hospitals
will participate in the lectures.

Department which will connect him with the 21 hospitals
throughout Pennsylvania.
After the lecture, infection
control nurses and administrators at the hospitals
will be allowed to ask Otero
questions.

"We're really excited about
it. It's the first time we have
done anything like this,"
Otero said that in con- Otero said in discussing the
junction with the Continuing 'ell-communications lecture
Education Department of series.
Penn State University and the
According to Otero, South
assistance of South Central Central Bell will install a
Bell, the lecture series has telephone jack in the Biology

The first lecture series topic
will be a discussion of
organisms found in hospitals
that produce disease.
Other lecture topics will
explore chemical and physical
control of microorganisms on
Nov. 18 and 25, respectively.
The last lecture on Dec. 2

By BARBARA GAFFEY
Staff Writer
Dr. Raymond B. Otero,
professor of microbiology
here, will be lecturing in
Pennsylvania Oct. 21-Dec. 2.
Through the magic of
telecommunications,
however, Otero will not leave the
University during this Pennsylvania lecture series.
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Some of you may remember that I wrote a column last
January reporting on anticipated medical
breakthroughs in the next twenty years. One of these
was medical control of mental illness.
Now, within the year, a door has opened. Drs Kline
and Lehmann, who opened It say they don't know
whether it is a door to "a whole new univeree-or just a
closet"
I can tell you this. The substance they are using at the
moment coats $300,000 a GRAM! Hardly your everyday
tranquilizer!
It was extracted from more than 500 imported camel
pituitary glands and has now been synthesized (made
artificially).
Why camels?
Because they are
notoriously insensititive to pain
Here's what they did.
They took «Mx chronic
psychiatric patients unresponsive to current treatments. They got informed consent (including the
families).
Three had schizophrenia, three had
depression. Pre and post medication interviews were
videotaped. The medication was given intravenously.
All three schizophrenics had visible and dramatic
clearing of their illness on interview, starting within It
minutes! (After years of illness).
Two insisted on continuing previous medication and
their improvement started to wear off In 4S hours. The
one who followed instructions and stopped all previous
medication "continues to improve" according to
"Medical World News" of Sept. S, 1977.
The depressives didn't do so well. Only two were
benefited and their benefit only lasted five or six hours.
Nevertheless it Is highly significant that the same substance give benefit In two wholly different mental
diseases.
So there it is. Only six patients, a newly isolated substance of astromnic coat with unprecedented effects on
sick brains and that's about alL To the one in five VS.
families with a mentally ill member, it may seem like
pieinthesky. It may BE a closet door.
But it may be one of the great breakthroughs of
medical history going on right this minute here in the
PJ.I!

will concentrate on infection
control in hospital laundries.
Special emphasis will be
placed on the Joint Commissions Standards for
Infection Control, said Otero.
According to Otero, the
continuing Education lecture
series was established to
"help maintain the level of
education in Pennsylvania.".
When asked about the
possibility of scheduling such
a lecture series in Kentucky,
Otero said
there is a
"possible
future
with
telecommunications" in the.
local area.

ARMY GOODS STORE
119 NORTH FIRST ST.
RICHMOND, KY.
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Sutlers Mill

FINAL WEEK

OPEN AM. SAT. SUN. ONLY

"Buford Kisser...
Now there was a man!"
.NEW!

AND

Appetite Intrigue.
Quench your appetite at J

NOW SHOWING-EMS SIM. 7:35 P.M.

Wh«th«r your

devei art food rtlrtjhmtnt or dlftCO W» art prepared fo
satisfy you in the) f mest style).
Quie< dining

extraordinary refreshment*, or one> of the>

fm*st discos in the) s'a'» will help set the mood for your
ivtnmg laced with intrigue.

Rodney Danger-field says,"I don't
get no respect. But the PTA does. Join]
us for KET Week, October 23 -29."

Indulge m the Mill tafitfy your appetite

Hey parents. The PTA has
declared Oct. 23-29 KET WEEK.
Why? Because KET is in the classroom helping your children with
carefully created learning programs in math, science, reading
and history to enrich your children's education. Now that you
gotta respect! Kids call KET their
Creative Classmate and teachers
love it. So tune in during KET
WEEK and see what your" children are learning. .

105 East Main St in Richmond

October 23-29

.W*&~sW --^fcfi»---*'*V.^'-.V:-.

TO

Declared by me Kentucky
Congrats o' Parent* and Teacher*

„«. v.
A-«»MS*C«. ijr~***
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rii» »»«»ow CAHOII nun JfANUCUIC
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....... OAYLI HUNNICUTT
s'.sf*.'»**<•.',-«*»•'•'' *** »-'.1.Mi.tWO*0»»»l' 'fcV..»—n»*ISO»*IA»

...... ARMANDO TROVAICXl I .—..MARTIN HERBERT
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Six 'novice' section editors
appointed to Milestone staff
By WAYNE BOBLITT
SUff Writer
the
Milestone
staff
welcomed six new section
editors this year, all of whom
are novices in their positions
and three of whom are freshmen.
New as organizations editor
is Junior Meg Hiles, accounting
major
from
Springfield, Ohio. She said the
organizations section will
remain basically the same as
in previous years.
She said organizations have
their choice of a full-page or a
half-page picture, but all clubs
with 25 or more members are
required to purchase a full
P«geHiles said Greeks' pictures
will retain the same format as
in previous years. She said
photographers will shoot

organizations pictures during
the last week of October.
Matthew
Davies,
sophomore environmental
resources major from Dayton,
Ohio, is the new sports editor.
He said he was trying this
year to improve the layout of
the sports section and give it
more design.
He said he wanted to publish
special effects photographs of
each sport this year and make
his section more imaginative
and creative.
"I want the sports section
this year to be something
students just don't flip
through," he said.
Jill Secrest, a Vanceburg
junior in home economics, is
the only section editor who has
previously worked on the
Milestone. She is this year's
index and directory editor.

Welcome EKU Students

A

Taylor's
Sporting Goods

College Park Shopping Center
*^

Eastern By-Pass
623-9517

All Athletic Supplies

She said one possible change
in the index is the addition of
an organizations index
Secrest said she will not know
if she can add it or not until
February, however, as it
depends on space.
The academics editor,
honors editor and classes
editor this year are all freshmen.
Milestone editor Allen Engle
said these freshmen had all
worked on their high school
yearbooks (two were editorsin-chief) and also were involved in other school activities, so the selecting
committee felt the freshmen
could do a good job.
The academics editor,
psychology major Debbie
Blackburn from Pikeville,

Oops!
Due to a reporting error in
an article in the Oct. 6 issue of
The Progress concerning a

AND
•
•

Delivery's —

Internships open
in state government

Students involved in the
program earn both a salary
and academic credit. Those
interested may contact the
Department of Political
Science, Wallace 317, phone
5931.

IPWU fcy STEVE BROWN I

Milestone editors and staff confer on the
design for the upcoming annual by comparing with pages from previous books. The

Beat
Western

623-3145

Jim Cox Studio
218' Porter Drive
(Behind Jerry's)

Richmond. Ky

Wanted
Experienced
House Man, Male or
Female for grooming
Thoroughbred Horses,

SUNSHINE
STABLES

Do you have a serviceable car? Would you like
& still go to

If the answers to the above

\ Trail Rides
JBoarding
Telephone:

If PAYS TO
DONATE PLASMA

'CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST*
From 7 AM to 930 AM

3-

*BUFFET*

■

- .623-1723

Hwc by

QG

uOlb<',»•>'I'./■

Large Baked Potato Texas Toast
Plus all the salad you can eat
from our 35 item Salad Bar

CHINESE RESTAURANT
Sweet & Soar DUCK

t.

U

Also, Watch. For Our Traditional Chinese
ROAST

B

DUCK

Will

Be Served

Next Week

MiwnPHOMI 623-2652 F
sfttL.J^lBti Special-1£^

B££F EM F00 Y0BH6...$1.79

/$U

'SHOPPER S VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER \ 2^*
Ntit To Bi( K

m

EKU STUDENT SPECIAL
Vi LB. T-Bono

Bamboo Garden

*

Produced oy

PO >uiim UMUCI saws'!! -

it&

Next Door To C&C Bargain Barn
'■*

Witwn «r.d Duvcted try

GGORGC LUCAS GARY KURTZ JOHN WILLIAMS
PAN»VW3N
pnjNi^orotiu* tKHNCoicxi-

•i

Strviif Will Begin- TONIGHT

»

and

AiCCGUINNCSS

Open Monday Thru Saturday
Weekly-

Lessons
Horses for Sale
624-1072

IS OPEN

PLASMA DERIVATIVESIINTC.

MARK HAMILL HARRISON FORD CARRJC FISHCR
PCTGRCUSHING

From 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
Featuring A Voriety of Good,
Home-Style Cooking
AND, IT'S REASONABLY PRICED

1507 East Main St.

7:30 4:00

Saturday & Sunday 1:00 & 3:00 p.m.

SPECIAL In Town

Payment paid for each plasma
donation. Come by or call

252-5586

Matinee

CORNER OF WATER I COLLINS STREETS

NOW OPEN

BARBER SHOP

helping others medically.

St.
'

Star Wars' has brought fun back
to the movies and glowingly
demonstrated they still can
make 'em like they used to.
A grand and glorious film."

The Corner
Country Buffet

BOBBY JACK'S

Help yourself financially while

313 E. JShort
•LEXINGTON

"The Year's Best Movie

"A hell of a lof of fun.brims
wifh adventure, charm
and marvels. I loved it,"

Group Rates

| Hayrides

R4, Lancaster, Kentucky 40444

218 S PORTER DRIVE
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 40475 TEL. 623 3651

6 miles west of Richmond

questions are "yes", please send a

S.R. Meffbrd,

"outstanding" students here.
Peters is secretary and past
chairman of SME and a
graduate of Annville Institute
at Jackson. Snowden works
for Rockwell Standard Co.,
Winchester,
under
the
cooperative education
program.

WANTED RIDERS

Can you sell? Are you a sell-starter?

resume stating sales experience to.

The HAIRMASTER 'S SALON
AND SKIN CARE CENTER

—*•

SALES PEOPLE
to make '10.000 '20.000 per year

Connie Smith, ohitla Ferguson Michelle Bohnert.
Eddie and Nancy Wray.

624-2427

Between 9:00-3:00

Two students get
SME scholarships

NOW SHOWI H fcu'w? C'nwmi

Dial A
Bible
Moment

Greg Ginter 623-8700

publication requires year-round writing and
layout work to meet the deadline in March,

Lexington Chapter 154,
Society of Manufacturing
Engineers
(SME),
has
awarded $300 scholarships to
two industrial technology
majors—Kathy Peters of
McKee and Jerry Snowden,
Irvine. This is the fourth year
the organization has honored

"FOR THE FINEST IN

Eastern By-Pass

b

under the supervision of high
level officials possessing
major
departmental
responsiblities with the
Kentucky Administrative
Intternship Program.

WEDDINGS

Phone 623-4100

*■'

"My section has reached no
definite decisions yet," Steele
said. "There are not too many
changes a person can make
with the classes section."

• GRADUATIONS • PORTRAITS
COMPOSITES
JOB & PASSPORT

5 p.m.-ll:30 p.m.

-'

The new classes editor is
Owingsville native Shelley
Steele, a communicationshome economics major. She
said she had approximately
198 pages to work with and had
three other students helping
her in the section.

PORTRAITS

BIG BOY

school lull-time?

•Who's Who" selectees are
chosen.
Domenech said her Miami
high school used the
University yearbook as a
model and she got some ideas
from the Milestone that helped
her in layout when she was a
section editor at that school.

Internships for junior and
fraternity boycott of the senior students with GPA of
Family Dog, an Inter- 2.6 or better are available in
Fraternity Council meeting the Kentucky state government.
was labeled as a "special
Interns are placed in
called" session. It was, in responsible positions in state
fact, a regular IFC meeting.
government comparable to
those filled by professional
career employes and work

%tJi

raH

said her section will be
following the same pattern ihe
1976 Milestone followed.
She said the Milestone was
much different from her high
school yearbook because she
had to interview people more.
Blackburn said her section
was going to contain Interviews with department
chairman to get an overall
view of the University's
academic programs.
Maria Domenech, a Miami,
Florida native, is the new
honors editor.
She said changes in the
honors section this year include a reduction of pages
available. She also said one
item that may be different in
the department is a short
section explaining how

SO
59
^

INI. '359)

|coupon good Mon.-Thurs. 11:00 A.M. to Closing

Open Sun-Thurs 11:00 a.m.-9:30p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11:00 a.m.- 10:00 p.m
' Free refills on Soft Drinks,, Tea. and Coffee
Bring this coupon in for discount

BONANZA
EASTERN BYPASS

,
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College life in the Orient means
different type of social lifestyle
By BARBARA GAFFEY
Staff Writer
Students in this country are
often heard complaining about
the universities
However,
according to Dr. Edward A
Hess, chairman of the Biology
Department,
American
students should count (heir
blessings.
l-ast summer, while many
American students were attending summ,er school or
working in their hometowns,
Hess was touring the Orient.
He was on sabbatical leave
and had been invited to lecture
in universities in Japan,
Korea and the Philippines.

Philippines.
Hess noted a tremendous
difference between American
students and those of Japan,
Korea and the Philippines. He
said, "The most interesting
thing that happened was the
comparing of American
students with Asian students
and the advantages the
American students have."
Before entering any of the
state supported colleges in
these countries, each student
has to take a national
examination.
This exam
would be comparable to the
ACT or SAT required for
entrance
in
American

There isn't enough money, he
said, to allow everyone to go to
school.
"Americans have a terrific
advantage in that we allow
students to come without too
much consideration," said
Hess.
As he elaborated on the
social aspects of university
life in these countries, the
subject turned to women.
"Women are known as the
'un-people' until they are
married and have children,"
said Hess.
Women's liberation has not
yet struck the Asian countries.
Women are still considered

''

iPktU by STEVE BROWN |

Dr. Edwin Hess, chairman of biological sciences believes American students have more
advantages than those he visited in Korea,
The invitation came from
the United States Informational Services and the
National Science Foundation.
The tour included lecturing at
three universities in Japan,
and acting as a consultant to
the president of Yonsei
University in Seoul, Korea and
to the vice president of' Del .a
Salle University in Manila,

Japan and other eastern countries last summer on sabbatical leave.

universities.
The national examination,
better known in the Orient as
"examination hell," is the
main determinant of who will
be accepted. Hess said only
the students who do extremely
well on the exam can attend
college. This, said Hess, is
due to the lack of funds
allocated to the universities.

less than men, Hess said and
"The Japanese woman is
probably the most subordinate
of all."
Starting in the first grade
the sexes are seperated.
Dating is not permitted at all

and marriage usually comes
only after college.
The one exception to the -unpeople.' said Hess, is the
Filipino woman.
In the
Philippines "some of the best
business people are women.
The Filipino woman ia
liberated and competitive."
In touring the universities,
Hess was often questioned
about Americans and their
actions. The two questions
most asked concerned dating
and kissing. Dating is not
permitted and kissing is not
even considered. Hess noted
that students enjoy going to
American movies to watch the
Americans kiss but he said
they would never consider
kissing.
"The type of social life a
student has drastically affects
his education," said Hess. He
said the students in Japan,
Korea and the Philippines are
better educated when they
start freshman year in college
than the American college
freshman but, "When they
graduate it comes out the
same."
Hess said Asian students are
better prepared for college,
but once they get there, their
learning level seems to drop.
He cited two main reasons for
this drop.
First, the students have
worked so hard to get into the
universities that they feel they
can rest now that they have
been accepted.
Also, the
Asian students do not study as
much as American students.
"American students have a lot
more energy," he said.
Hess said his summer in the
Orient was "a marvelous
experience." But, he said,
"I've never seen countries
that were so highly influenced
by their social structures."

Constrictor caution
Russell Givens, Junior law enforcement major from Frankfort, and Amy Sprinkle, junior wildlife major from Louisville.
gingerly handle a boa constrictor, star of a presentation in

the Todd-Dupree recreation room last Monday night. The
snake is the pet of lecturer Dr. Witt.

Business learning lab now open
from the professor for some
reason, " said Burton.
The lab also administers
computer made tests for the
student* of MGT 300, 1'rinciples of Management.

By MARK TURNER
Newt Editor
The Department of Business
Administration has opened a
new learning lab geared
toward the students of the
MGT 300 classes.
The
Management
Instructional and Testing Lab
was opened for two reasons,
according to Dr. Gene Burton,
head of the Department of
Business Administration.
"First, the lab waa set up to
provide any personal help a
student might need and not get

The lab was approved two
weeks before classes began
and will allow students to take
their tests at their own pace
and on a repeatable basis, he
explained.

The lab is in room 105,
Combs Building and ia under
the direction of Dr. Norvaline
Hale. The lab is open from
9:15 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3:1»
p.m.

MADISON
NATIONAL OANK
Convenient Full Service Branch Office equipped

JOE'S

with Drive-In Window, located at
corner of Water and Second Street.
Branch Office Hours

DINER & PIZZERIA

8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m — Monday thru Thursday

IN Wat* St., Richmond

I*---

8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.—Fridays
8:00 a.m. until 12 Noon—Saturday

^/Idax-Uan Ofiticat, One.
t T (TAMNV) WtLW
OpniMimk OlMronaor

**h

MEMBER

*'*fizi suck

623-2747

FDIC

PHONE

205 GCRI LANE

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR STUDENTS

Soft Shammy

* 19.99
Shammy oxford.

XL

SUB CENTER

^£\ >J>

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

W. THIRD
tND
AAIN ST.

a$V>

EAT II
TAKE OU1
FREE DELIVER

WEDNESDAY

Padded

vinyl collar for extra
comfort. Flat Rope Laces.
3 metal eyelets.
Sizes 7-11

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435
REGULAR SANDWICHES

<

i

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

Sa*vad on Whita *v«
O' Wnola tfrhaal B'»d
Latluca. Tomato. Mayo.
Multard o* Onion on
Haouo»t. lCWF.tr.

<

Indue* Latluca. Tomato. Orttona. Oaaaa
fiaanniMH and our own Top Sacral Oraafcna.

ROAST BEEF

1.14

BOLOGNA

104

TURKEY

114

HAM

1 14

HAM & CHEESE'

1.24

4

Regular

SALAMI lOtnetl

1 95 Value

SALAMI & CHEESE

124

LIVERWURST

1 04

TUNA SALAD

Shop Daily 9:30 till 5:30
Fri. till 8:30-Sat. 'till >6:00
■

.

.*

JCPenney

CHEESE

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
104

.OUT THING ' ACMff SSAIAO C»eATlON
faMODllgairWH» .
Tanay, Slan> and ««'■■
.
OtoaHonabodofAantata ." ' *
„." 1T""'o«i<o»oSl<aVand'*.«
'
■
' CMOKO ol Onrwna,
IMaS*
►

SIDE ORDERS
COKE SPRITE TAB
\. t—*..".>»♦» o* lt#T**
Co*»#f
***>.t».i •'-•.,,.< C*-m
Mot Pr, w i
t>
|»9

HOURS
MON TMUM
'»■ SAT

10 AM to !)>»
10 AM 10 J AM
11AM _<>»•

DELIVERY

FRJED CHICKEN
4J

-v
™~

Complete dinner includes:
3 pieces honey-dipped fried
chicken mashed potatoes and
gravy cole slaw and l hot
butter tastm biscuits.
All day every Wednesday.

JA

*J
' J

'••% U.S.ftSov
NEXT TO CLARK-MOORES SCHOOL ■ C-r,/- r • "*77 *-■-■■■■ '-' '.v. '- '-:C

mm warn

Pafe a

'.
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Focus 78
Contest encourages filmmakers
by offering money,cars.cameras
FOCUS 78, ■ competition to
encourage
and reward
college-level filmmakers and
critics-to-be, has been announced by Nissan U.S.A.,
distributor of Datsun automobiles.
Designed
to
provide
motivation and support for all
students seriously concerned
with the art of film, the second
annual FOCUS (Films of
College and University
Students) contest will award
scholarships,
Datsun
automobiles
and
film
equipment to winners.
A
group of
distinguished
academic and professional

ri"

■V
.1

■

I*
r

film experts will pre-screen
and Judge the entries.
In announcing the competition, Robert B. Kent,
Datsun's vice president of
marketing services, noted
that the company was
delighted to see the student
interest in last year's contest
and was impressed with the
exceptionally fine quality of
work shown by the more than
300 Filmmaking and Film
Study entries.
"We have expanded the
competition this year to include four rather than three
winners in each category. In
this way we will be able to help
more students continue their

Let
jourselfgo
to Pizza Hut.
,»..a!a>"

film education," be stated March at Paramount Studios
Students may enter in one of in Los Angeles.
two basic categories:
Winners will be flown via
Filmmaking or Film Study. Continental Airlines and stay
In the former, films may be at the Los Angeles Marriott
animation, experimental, Hotel. First place winners in
documentary or narrative. each category will receive a
The Film Study entries may 12,500 scholarship and a
be reviews of commercially Datsun automobile. Second
released
films,
com- place winners in each
prehensive critiques of a body category will receive a $1,000
of work by a particular scholarship and a Rollei
director, screenwriter, film SM8XI. sound movie camera.
editor, cinematographer or Third place winners in each
performer, or a com- category will receive a $750
prehensive essay on a par- scholarship and a Rollei RMS
ticular film genre.
movie camera and honorable
All submitted material must mentions will receive a $250
be made on a non-commercial scholarship and a Rollei RM6
basis by a student enrolled in a movie camera. CorresponU.S. college, university, art ding colleges or universities of
institute or professional film first place winners in each
school.
category also will receive a
Entrants will be Judged on Datsun vehicle.
the excellence of their film- Entry deadline is Feb.
making abilities or their 1, 1978.
studied
knowledge
of Additional information on
American cinema and their FOCUS '78 is available from
ability to write of it school Film, English or other
imaginatively. Awards will be appropriate departments or
presented at a special from FOCUS, 530 Fifth
premiere and an awards Avenue, New York, N.Y.
ceremony to be h»>ld in mid- 10036.

%

i y

Buffet
Every Week Day

ALL THE PIZZA Pasta and Salad
You Can Eat € AJQ

HHuf

For Only ^
Children Under 12
15 Cents Per Year of Age
"There are a Lot of Good Thing.
Under Our Roof"

Mon through Frl. iiimtoipm

Then&no
„until
through.

Sorority Mascots
Novelties
m_^
Gift ware-Ho use ware
We Gift Wrap
TV & Radio Repair Shop
Appliance and Plumbing Shop

Signed up
Dr. Ellis Hartford Lexington, retired dean of the University
of Kentucky Community College System, autographs a copy
of his latest book, "The little White Schoolhouse," for Lesli
Lycan, left, of Ashland and Debi Simpson, of Norwood, Ohio.

Security says rapes are few;
campus is safe for girls alone
BySUEFREAKLEY
Staff Writer
There has definitely not
been a rape reported this
year, according to John
Goolsby, head of campus
security's investigation
department.
Last week, security got a
call from Miller-BeckamMcCreary, where a girl had
been awakened in the night.
"A guy had entered the
room, which was unlocked,
had a hand over the girl's
mouth, telling her to be quiet,
that he came in to do mean
things, but the girl became
frightened and he backed"
away and turned her loose,"
Goolsby said.
Then the girl called
security. But security did not
find anything. "The girl did
not get much of a physical
description because it was so
dark," said Thomas I.indquist, director of security.
Lindquist
said
the
procedure is to first detach
officers to investigate,
determine if he has gone into
another room and see if he is

hiding in the dormitory.
"There was no injury and no
physical violence. We had
limited information and the
results were negative. The
case is still open and we are
still investigating," said
Lindquist.
Goolsby said there are more
reports of approaches than
assaults. He also said there
are about three to seven cases
a year in the area.
"That's really not high, for a
population this size. We are
very fortunate because it's not
as serious as in other areas. I
think, figures bear that out,"
Lindquist said.

For one week even year. Josten's
makes an iintrnditio'nal offer on the most
popular college tradition. Here it is.
Get »10 off the purchase price of any
Josten's college ring you select bv
ordering at the same time as students
all around the country During Josten's
National College Ring"Week.
October 24-29.

alone at two in the morning,"
Goolsby said.
Lindquist said the police
protection on campus is
probably the best anywhere.
"The University has an interest in protecting the
community. They put out a
substantial amount of funds. I
honestly believe that's why we
have a lower than average
rate," Lindquist said.
Within the Madison county
area, including areas covered
by State Police the Paint Lick
Police, Richmond Police and
campus security, there is an
average of three to seven
rapes a year.

Goolsby said many times a
Both Goolsby and Lindquist
said campus is safe for girls to girl is attacked by a friend or
someone else she knows,
walk alone.
"There are a number of When this happens, victims
officers on duty at any given are often reluctant to report it.
hour, usually about ten to
"We believe that she is
fifteen," said Lindquist.
doing herself and others a
disservice not to report it. We
will get them to a doctor and
arrange for the proper tests.
The girl does not have to go
through some of the horrible
things seen on TV," Goolsby
said.

YOU SAVE FOREVER
WILL SAVE YOU $10
GET 810 OFF.
-

The book-signing party was held for Hartford in Granny
Richardson Springs one-room schoolhouse, a museum of
early education in Kentucky.

Lindquist said females talk
to females better. "If you do
not want to talk to us, talk to
the dean of women or the
dorm director."
A nationwide push of getting
out to the community and
giving them advice in crime
prevention is underway.
Security is in the planning
stages of developing a crime
prevention center here. "An
ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure," Goolsby said.
Part of the crime prevention
will get into the crimes
against women.
"I'm interested in getting
women, which would
te varv
valuable in this area,
to use in investigation and in
crime
Prevention." Lindquist
ful1 Ume

Of last week's problem,
Goolsby said, "The situation is
very good, rumors are without substance." •
He also added, 'from time
to time we get reports of
lovers quarrels that may
appear to other people
something that it's not."

L26 Speakers

$24900

Only Josten's gives you so many
deluxe options at no extra charge.
Choose white or yellow gold. Ask for full
name engraving or a facsimile signature
on the inside of the ring. And. where the
ring design allows, choose sunburst stone or
birUistone-even encrusting if you want it.
No extra charge. You get more nng for
the standard purchase price and now a »10
discount, too. See your bookstore for
details today.

Believe It

624-1188

60 Companies

Powell Building on Campus

E.K.U. DRY CLEANING

Cdk*&M

close to Barber Shop

KmrnsHsmwi COLLEGE

RING WEEK • OCTOBER 24-29.

Sfi ■** *

.«r

.

3 pair Jeans

;

~^is* •

. (1 pair
pairre^p
r,
rice 80')

Available at:

$

2®

>

M.30 Mon.-Fri.

THE UNION BOOKSTORE
-\—

L

•

h

2 *
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Brain Teasers
1) How do you write one-third using four 1 's?
2) Three cats are sunning themselves on the window sill.
Daphne weighs twice as much as Alison, plus Mi pound.
Pere weighs 1V« pounds less than Alison, and is only onethird the size of Daphne. What does each cat weigh?
3) Julie's age is Danny's age minus Polly's. Katie is 4
years younger than Julie. Polly is 3 times as old as Katie
and 2 years older than Julie. How old are Danny, Polly,
Katie and Julie?
If you wish to submit solutions, then place them in the
box labeled "Brain Teasers" located on the bulletin
board outside the Math Office, Wallace 401.

At Health Department

Easffi

...PEHLAND

TBT5

SHORT POLLS our His '
FiN&ERPRjwr KIT AND
DUSTS THE DiBU
WRAPPER FOR ONV CLUesI

LANDED ON)
A SMALL ROSE
2>05H, HE vJENT
TO WORK SiffU\
-|M& FOR THE
SOAP PHANTOM'.

\VwJggrj7pKIPPU)
Our HIS
DORM WINDOW
WHILE ATTfcMPTIN& To CLirv\e>
UP TO HIS BOMK
TR«T_ THE SOPiP
PHAN10K1 S6WED,
SO. SHOKT SLID
DOuM,l_FiNDiN&

au g i-wMjw^

THETN SUDDENLY
SHORT LO0K5 OP
AND SEES A
BELLOW CONVERTIBLE
BUfe SPE£DIN&
TovOARDS HlrA'

TviO DRUNK STUDENT^
SHNVNE *ND KAREN
DO NT NOTICE THE
5HQRT, 5HORT.'

Vaccine available
The Madison County Health
Department has received a
limited supply of flu vaccine.
The vaccine is type A-Victorla
and B-Hong Kong.
Flu vaccine la available to
any person over 65 years of
age, or anyone, regardless of
age, who has one of the
following conditions: heart
disease, chronic lung disease,
chronic kidney disease,

diabetes or other chronic
metabolic disorders.
The vaccine will be
available until Nov. IS, at the
Madison County Health
Department on Boggs Lane
every Thursday from 8 a.m.
until 4 p.m., and at the Berea
Health Clinic on Short every
Monday from 8 a.m. until 4
p.m.
The vaccine Is free.

Washington internships
open spring semester

Those who submitted correct solutions ttfiast week's
puzzles were: Loren C. Price, Lewis E. Arnold, Joe
Perkowski and Larry T. Hite.
Reference: 150 Science Experiments by Judith Viorst

WEKU-* M to air profs attend foreign language meeting
music programs

Dr.
Charles
Nelson, Languages Conference,
chairman of the Foreign Johnson City, Tenn.
Lan
8uages Department, and
Former conference
WEKU-FM will broadcast Concert Choir and University
several other faeult
19 campus musical programs Singers, April 19; concert
y menv president, Nelson helped write
this academic year.
band, April 20, and jazz en- bers attended the jecent new conference guidelines,
Mnuntain Interstate Foreign Dr. KJC. Hill, professor of
Live coverage of Depart- semble, April 25.
ment of Music Concerts,
according to station general
manager Tom Donoho will
include jazz ensemble, Nov.
10; string orchestra, Nov. 15;
percussion ensemble, Nov. 16;
symphony orchestra, Nov. 21;
women's Choral and Men's
Chorus, Nov. 30; the Messiah,
Dec. 11; jazz ensemble, Feb.
9; concert band, Feb. 23;
Concert Choir and University
Singers, Feb. 28.
Also symphonic band,
March 1; symphony orchestra, March 6; percussion
ensemble, March 8; Women's
Corale and Conductor's
Ensemble, April 4; concerto
concert, April 10; symphonic
band, April 17; Chamber
1/2 carat diamond
Singers, Bell Ensemble

foreign languages
and
Rebecca King, assistant
professor
of
foreign
languages, presented papers,
and Dr. Jacqueline Cross,
associate professor, spoke at

the conference. Others attending were Dr. Maria
Scorsone,
professor
of
Spanish, and Dr. Norris
MacKinnon, assistant
professor of foreign language,

Dr.
Klaus
Heberle,
associate professor of political
science said internships for
students this spring in
Washington,
D.C.
are
available.
There will be openings in
congressional offices,
executive agencies, public
interest organizations, and
judicial agencies, as weU as in
interests as enguch
vtronment, consumer affairs,

Journalism, communications,
the arts and business.
While on an internship for a
full term, students receive
academic credit.
He also said students interested In internships should
contact him by Oct. 26.
Internships, Heberle said,
"provide students with the
opportunity to Integrate
academic theory with practice."

MtMSMSM

LeRoy's Anniversary Prices
Save You 20% to 40%

1/2 Carat* Diamonds At
Savings Up to $206!

■

is

solitaire, classic styling, rich 14K gold.
Reg $595

Films to aid
educators of
handicapped
A film festival for educator
of the handicapped will bt
held at Eastern Kentucky
University Monday, Oct. 24, as
part of Project Discovery,
sponsored by the National
Committee, Arts for the
Handicapped.
Project director Dr. Arthur
Harvey, associate professor of
music, said the film event is
one of the four Project
Discovery seminars being cosponsored by Eastern's
Department of Music.
The five festival films,
beginning at 7 p.m. in Room
100, Foster Music Building,
deal with such topics as
normalization of disabled
citizens, using music in
teaching handicapped
children, mainstreaming
handicapped children into
normal educational settings,'
and an exploration of Vays
various art media can be used
by handicapped children.
One of the films is animated
and another shows a young
student's dance interpretation
of Helen Keller's awakening to
the outside world.
Dr. Harvey, Kentucky
chairman of Arts for the
Handicapped, said other
seminars will be held,, in
"Music for Living, and
Dying", Nov. 19; "Adventures
in Movement for Handicapped
Persons," Feb. 11 and the
"Therapeutic Role of the Arts
in Special Education," March
25.

rn

Skinny Swiss Bangles
Put a New Face on Time
14K Gold Chain Ring with
Diamond

$14.95

1/2 carat" traditional bridal set, 8
diamonds, rich 14K
gold. Reg. $595

$450
Set

Reg $19 95

$10.88

Constant Readout
Digital Watches

Pf*4

1/2 carat* diamond
tulip earrings, delicate styling, rich 14K
gold. Reg. $595

Vk
•Total I

$24.88

Blue Star. 2 Side Diamonds.
10K Gold. Reg $50 Save $201
Black Star. 2 Side Diamonds.
10K Gold. Reg. $50. Save $201
Fiery Opal. 2 Side Diamonds,
10K Gold. Reg. $50 Save $201
YOUR CHOICE

$29.95

Rounds, ovals,
squares In gold or
silver tone cases.
Unique dials. All
Swiss movements,
carry 1 year
warranty.

REG. $29.95
No Buttons to Push!
Shows hours, minutes,
days, month, and
year. Accurate to
within 1 minute per
year. One year
warranty on module.

$29.95

LAYAWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
^AMOUS CROSS PENS AT $3 50 SAVINGS
Mechanically guaranteed tor a lifetime
of writing pleasure In lustrous chrome

NOW

$J099
t^J Rag $7 50

.BEAUTY, QUALITY, VALUE.SERVICE.

■*

JEWE^RS

University Shopping Center

DIAMOND IMPORTERS

4 ways to buy: Cash, Charge. Bank Card, Layaway

CfRTWED DtAMONKXOGISIS
AH Diamonds Are Sacked By Our Unconditional 60 Doy Money Sack Guarantee

I

I
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50th Meeting

Records weak,
tradition strong
By BOB 1.ANGFORI)
SUM Writer
The fiftieth EasternWestern game will be different from those played in the
last few years.
It won't decide the winner
of the OVC, nor will the winner
go to a postseason bowl, but
still it can never be Just
another game and the two
teams should have no trouble
preparing for each other.
The coaches of the
respective teams realize the
importance of the contest.
"With Homecoming,
playing Western and with TV
we should have no trouble
getting up for the game,"
Colonel head coach Roy Kldd
said.
"This game will give the
winner bragging rights for
another year," according to
Western head coach Jimmy
Felz.
Although the tradition and
emotion are there, the records
aren't, at least for this year.
The Colonels are 2-3 overall
and 1-2 in the conference,
while the Hilltoppers are also
1-2 in the OVC and 1-5 in 1S77.
"We've had as good of a
week of practice as we've had
all year," Kidd said. "Our
players realize that we could
have won those games if we
had some people healthy and
we almost did it anyway
without them.
Western has also had its
share of injuries.
"We've had 11 knee injuries
this year," Felx said.
Because of the injuries, the
Top's have been forced to rely
on their relatively healthy
defense. The defense ranks
third in the OVC but the
offense places a dismal last.
The Western defense is led
by AU-OVC linebacker Biff
Maddon. A senior, Maddon
leads the OVC in tackles with
56 and has contributed 36
assists.
Defensive tackles Reginald
Hayden and Tony Towns
bolster the defensive line.
On offensive, however, the
Hilltoppers
have
had
problems, mostly because of
injuries.

Lead series 31-16-2

eastern vs
western

Tops always been tough

Hocrwoomtng gom» on October 22
2pm at Hangar Fw4d
Not tobemiiMdl

They lost Lawrence Jefferson in fall practice, but he
should be ready for the game
Saturday.
Jefferson along with AUOVC tailback Jimmy Woods
should boost the Toppers
wallowing offenae.
"Woods is a fine ballcarrier
and with Jefferson back they
have two deep threats," Kldd
said of the junior speedsters.
The Western line is anchored
by AU-OVC senior guard Chip
Carpenter.
Junior Doug Bartholemew
calls the signals for the
By MATTHEW DURHAM
Hilltoppers. A Lexington
Staff Writer
native, Bartholemew has
The Eastern versus Western
completed 52 per cent of his
game means two traditionally
passes this year, but has not
tough small college football
been an effective leader of the
teams squaring off In an InHilltopper offense.
tense of a rivalry as you could
"Bartholomew is a fine want.
dropback passer," Kidd said.
On Saturday, Oct.22 •
"We have to look for the pass the Eastern Colonels take on
because that is how we've the Western Hilltoppers at
been hurt."
Eastern's Hanger Field for
Western has potential on their Homecoming.
offense but so far they haven't
The week preceeding the
been able to put anything game means fixing a float,
together. They are averaging looking at queen candidates
only ten points per game.
and finding a date to the
"We are not making any game.
improvements in our ofIt stirs up visiting alumni's
fense," Feix said, "except for memories
of
past
the East Tennessee game." Homecomings and what good
The Hilltoppers defeated times they were.
East Tennessee 33-13 for their
What does the Western
game mean to the Eastern
only win this season.
"We should enter the game student? The question was put
in good shape," Feix added. to some and these are their
With the week off the responses.
Cheryl Arnett, a sophomore
Colonels have some people
who were out with injuries said, "Homecoming ia a
special game. I just want
returning to the lineup.
Danny Martin, James Eastern to win and Eastern
Shoecraft, Joe Richard ana had better."
David Riggins, a senior,
Tom Berger will all see action
while Bob Mclntyre, who has said, "This will be the third
played only in the first game I've seen and I hope this one is
against Delaware Is listed as as exciting as the first two. I
also hope I don't get hit in the
"possible."
Western leads the heated head with a bottle, which is
what happened In Bowling
series 31-16-2.
"We'll try to make this just Green last year."
another game" Kldd said, Junior Becky Franklin, a
"The last two times we've band member, "It means
gone to Bowling Green having to practice a new show
mistakes hurt us and these in the band."
were caused by being too The past Homecoming
emotionally keyed up.
games may have been dlf•Our goal now is to beat aU ferent m ^^ j^ j^ rivalry
three Kentucky schools," was aiways the same, as
Kidd said. "It's been a long aiumnj Danny Ellis tells it.
time since we've done that." "if s the best game of the

As intense as possible

Western a super rivalry

SdtU

year and it doesn't matter Eastern-Western game, said,
what the two team's records "Every since you are a freshare. It also means dancing man the desire to beat
with the girls."
Western is built into you.
The coaches also feel the "We'll beat them because they
pressure of the rivalry.
are Western."
Western's coach Jimmy Feix
As the game draws near,
said, "Sure it helps the home remember what
NCAA
team during Homecoming, but football highlights said two
were not concerned about it years ago about the Easternthis year, I'm building the Western rivalry in comteam to be the spoilers."
parison with big time football
Eastern's coach Kidd said, rivalries, "you haven't seen
"It is the one game on our anything yet."
schedule that we want to win.
It has always been a rough
game, but it has seemed to
have toned down the last
couple of years."
Colonel's defensive backfield coach Jack Ison said,
"You get a different feeling in
the air for this game. They
have had a lot of injuries this
year and so have we. We're
both getting them back this
week so you should see a high
caliber football game."
It's the players that decide
the game and they have alot of
thoughts going through their
minds, as they prepare for this
week's game.
Quarterback Ernie House
said, "Of all our games it Is
the most important. It's the
one game that everyone, the
alumni, fans and players want
to win."
$4
Defensive back Anthoney
Miller said, "There's a lot of
tradition in the game. Then
is nobody more that I'd like to
beat. We've got some corfii

By CHRIS ELSBERK Y
Staff Writer
The traditional EasternWestern game will be a
continuation of the state's
oldest football rivalry.
This is the fiftieth meeting
between the two schools which
dates back to the first two
games played in 1914.
The Hilltoppers, who lead
the overall series, 31-16-2, lost
the first game ever
played in 1914 to the Colonels,
364, but won the rematch
later in the same season 18-0,
and then the next year, the
teams battled to a 04 tie.
Between 1921-41, Western
reeled off 14 straight wins,
which included eight shutouts
against the Colonels and
during that span the
Hilltoppers recorded their
biggest win over Eastern, 50-0
in 1930.
Finally, in 1942, Eastern got
back on the winning track by
l>eating Western 160 after
being down 1-15-1 in the series.
There were no games
played from 1943-45 due to
World Warn.
However, from 1946-49,
Eastern surprisingly won
three of the four and cut
Western's victory margin to 616-1.

During the 50's there was a
battle between the two OVC
opponents, as they split the 10
games between them.
Head coach Roy Kidd
played for Eastern between
1950-54 and has been involved
in the rivalry both as a player
and as a coach.
"When I played, the rivalry
was a lot bigger than it is
today. Western was our only
rival at the time, but today,
Morehead is one of our major
rivals and Murray has become
one of Western's bigger
rivals."
However, from 1961 until the
present,
Western
has
dominated the contests with a
record of 10-5-1, winning five
straight games between 197074. The only Colonel win came
in 1975, with a 13-7 victory at

Hanger Field.
Over the last three years.
this annual battle has had a
definite outcome on the OVC
championship, for the loser,
that Is.
In 1974, Eastern lost to
Western 34-24, but went on to
win the OVC crown.
1975 showed Eastern edging
out a 13-7 victory but the
Hilltoppers bounced back to
win the title, and in 1976
Eastern lost 10-6 but again
won the championship.
But this year, with
Western's 1-5 and Eastern's 23 records, neither team will
have to worry about scrapping
for any titles.
"People continue to make
this game a bin rivalry", said
Kidd.

DIAMONDS

For Ears
that are
pierced.

Diamonds that go anywhere... in quiet, good
taste. Choose from Ear Studs, Clusters, Drops,
Geometries, Etc. They're all 14K Gold... ALL
set with sparkling diamonds.
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DIAMOND |
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Nelson,
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Frye Boot!

HUB

A Basic for all the
new fall fashions.

as advertised in
National Fashion
Magazines
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Boots

11 A.M. TO 4 P.M. MON. THRU SAT. ,
SOUTHLAND DR.
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Eastern By Pass
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high SL insideTr

Cagerstake floor

gene mclean
Today's column was to be about
the basketball press day held
Tuesday.
- It was to tell of the suprisingly
good food served in Powell
cafeteria, of players who will tie on
tneir Converses for the Colonels
this season and bf the confidence
exhibited by head coach Ed Byhre
and his players who head into the
season with the delightful task of
playing nationally ranked Minnesota, Marquette and Cincinnati.
However, when I dropped 15 cents into the news stand and took my
three Courier-Journals (making up
for all those times it robbed me), I
knew it would have to be changed.
On the front page of the sports
section was an article with the
three column head of "It's an
anonymous life for women
volleyballers," and two
paragraphs quoting one of our
coaches about the coverage of their
sport in the "school newspaper."
Cindy Morris, a staff writer for
The Courier-Journal ft Times
quoted Dr. Geri Polvino, womens
head volleyball coach, as saying
"Our school newspaper wouldn't
cover us for anything until we got a
petition with 3,000 signatures on it.
The kids were successful in
changing the paper's opinion that
no one wanted to read about the
team."
Whether she was misquoted,
taken out of context or just
mistaking the statement is totally
untrue.
While there have been some quite
vehement letters to the editor on
the nature of our sports coverage,
there hasn't been a petition with
one signature, much less 3,000 to
reach me,
any member of our
staff, or the Progress office.
Although the possibility of a
petition had been previously mentioned to me, the validity of the
draft is to questionable at best.
According to several physical
education majors and others
enrolled in P.E. courses, students
were pressured into signing the
document.
One girl, who would rather
remain anonymous, said her instructor came to class and asked
"Is there anyone who hasn't signed
the petition?"
Two others said it was a class
assignment to write letters to the
editor.
"We wrote them but our's didn't
get sent," they said.
Polvino admitted that the idea

for the petition had originated in a
class, but it wasn't the "intent" of
the department to push it.
"We have a Principles and
Problems Coaching Class where
we discuss coverage of sports,
public relations and the coach and
how to bring about change in sports
coverage," Polvino said, "and the
idea of the petition came up."
Dave Adams, director of sports
at The Courier-Journal, when contacted about the obvious mistake
said, "From what you said of your
coverage I would say you have
done an adequate job in covering
the different sports. We also have
to cover those which are the most
interesting to our readers and I will
certainly have Cindy (Morris)
follow up on the story to correct
any mistakes."
Polvino said, "If we had equal
publicity and equal facilities, I
think its been proven that we will
have comparable attendance with
the other sports."
One thing to question is why 3,000
people would sign their names if
in support of these matches and
then not show up.
WeU, the basketball team did
have an impressive press day
arrangement and the unique idea
to scrimmage was entertaining.
Sports Shorts... Dr. Polvino did
apologize for the mistake in print
and although the damage was
already done, the thought was appreciated.
According to Bob Barton, the
Colonels athletic trainer, Scott McCallister has resumed his running
and should be ready for some action against Murray.
However,
another tailback Bruce Cox, is expected to be lost for the remainder
of the season. "He has just not
responded to treatment and it's a
shame he'll be out," Barton said.
Lawrence Jefferson, who was
one of several Hilltoppers to lead
Western Kentucky to the OVC
crown two years ago, has apparently recovered from two knee
injuries which has sidelined the
fleet footed tailback for a year and
a half and is expected to see action
Saturday.
Despite the rivalry Western head
coach Jimmey Feix and Colonel
head Roy Kidd are close personal
friends. "I always enjoy coming to
Eastern," Feix said, "Roy and I
have known each other for awhile
now and we always get together
when we have the chance.''

Kidd, team to appear at pep rally
and Coach Roy Kidd and the
football team. President J.C.
Powell will speak at the rally.
A prize will be awarded to the
fraternity or sorority with the
largest group at the event, according to cheerleader sponsor,
Dr.DonCalitri.

The traditional Homecoming
pep rally will kick off a
weekend of events at 7 p.m.
tonight in the ravine.
The cheerleaders are urging
students to turn out and show
their school spirit along with
the University marching band

Cut This Menu Out
For Your Late Night Snacks
SUB-DRESSED
Sm
Med
Mr.Saapps

Sandwiches
Ham
Roast Beef
CetaedBeed-Kotber

1.58

its
.68
.75
.71
.75

Chicken Salad
Hal Salad
Pimento Cheese

Mr.

10
.18

.08

Snapp's

DRINKS:
.48

plate or Choc.

.35
Coae-Orange Bprtle
erafr.Ptbb
Sausage aad Bteratts I for $ 1
Country Ham aad Biscuits .35 each
Cakes for all occasions—Order
Today fJ3J

Salads (Home made)
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.56
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.88
Potato
.88
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.88
Chips

M
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Hot Peppers
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1.78

Roast Beef
1.68
Corned Beef
1.85

m

Bakery

All types of
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Brownies
Cream Horas
Chicago Specials
Cookies
Apple turnovers
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FREE DELIVERY 623-2583

By CHRIS ELSBEKRY
Staff Writer
Head coach Ed Byhre
unveiled his 1977.-78 basketball
Colonels to the public with the
team's annual "picture day"
at Alumni Coliseum Tuesday
night.
There was the usual milling
around of reporters,
photographers, TV and radio
personell, while the players
posed for countless pictures
and interviews.
After the media crews were
satisfied, the team changed
into their practice gear and
held an informal scrimmage
for around 35 minutes.
The scrimmage was mainly
for the press and the fans,
Byhre said.
"We're not ready physically
to run up and down the court
yet by a long shot, but we've
only been practicing three
days."
Four returning jtarters,

Lovell Joiner, a 67" Junior transfer from Robert Morris goes
high to slam one home in an inter-squad scrimmage held
Tuesday night at the annual press day.

6'8" sophomore center, Dave
Bootcheck; 67" senior forward Mike Oliver; 6'0" Junior
guard Kenny Elliott; and
5'10" senior guard Denny
Fugate head the list of
returning lettermen to this
year's Colonel squad.
Other returnees include,
6"3" sopncnuve forward Dave
Tierney; 6 3" sophomore
guard Danny Hauer: 5'8"
senior guard Tyrone "Too
Small" Jones; and 6'v"
sophomore center Jeff Wolf.
New faces to the 77-78
roster include, 67" junior
forward
Lovell
Joiner
(transfer from
Robert
Morris); 6'5" Junior guardforward Vic
Merchant
(transfer from Allan Hancock
Junior College); 6'0" freshman guard Bruce Jones; 6*6"
freshman forward David
Jenkins; 6'6" forward Chris
Williams (transfer from Tyler
Junior College); and 6'SH"
freshman guard Mfte List.

intramural highlights
In flag football action last
week, BSU advanced into the
independent finals against
PIT with a defense that has
not allowed a point in the
tournament.
Their most
surprising win was over a
strong Sunshine team.
They defeated Instant Funk
in overtime, Sunshine, 14-0
and Hustlers, 20-0, to reach the
finals. PIT has shown a potent
offense in gaining the finals
opposite BSU.
PIT defeated Tappa Keg 296.
The winner of the PIT-BSU
game will play either Sigma
Pi or Theta Chi. Sigma Pi has
a defense that shut down the
Beta Theta Pi offense in the
semifinals 12-0. Sigma Pi,

after losing their first two
games of the year, has reeled
off seven straight wins to gain
a shot at the title. The only
team in the way of Sigma Pi
for the fraternity championship is Theta Chi who
went undefeated this year.
Their closest game this year
came against Pi Kappa Alpha
in the semifinals. Down early
in the game Theta Chi fought
back to win 22-19.
In the golf finals, Jim
Sherman
defeated
Joe
Mooney for the championship.
Swimming deadlines have
been extended until Friday
October 21. The volleyball
meeting is scheduled for
Friday Oct. 28 in Begley 156 at
4 p.m.

"An Army officer is expected
to handle any type of job he's given.
And he has to learn to adapt.*1
"Every second lieutenant is placed in many different jobs. He's given a lot of responsibility and authority And he has to learn to react immediately to whatever situation
he finds himself in.
"I have an advantage over other new
officers. I had four years of enlisted time.
When I got out. I went back to college and
got my commission. I like to think that
my enlisted experience has made me a
better officer. One thing it's done is to
give me a lot more credibility'with the
people I work with. New second lieutenants
don't normally have a whole lot ol
credibility no matter what type of job
they're given."
Jk
^^L
Larry Dreyer is an Executive Officer in
the headquarters company of the U.S.
Army Armor and Engineer Hoard at
Fort Knox
"The duties of the executive officer are
similar no matter what type of unit he's in.
He's responsible for administrative functions of the company Mere I get involved
in maintenance of quarters, supply, mess,
finance anc! personnel activities. We have
I iirrv Urr>i-r ^ml I l I p .,*, ,pi i -..',. r i nrps I III*
a lot of turnover. Many people come in for
..( \..rth l).k..i» I'uhli. Ailrninisn.i».n Itcilc
a month or two for special testing projects
and then return to their units And we have to provide for their temporary living needs
"This job is quite a change from what I was doing when I was a platoon leader. Then
I had 40 people. 10 vehicles and a number of different responsibilities I had fuel,
ammunition, maintenance and transportation sections
You can prepare for responsibility as an Army officer while you're1 earning your
college degree. Army HOTC offers you leadership courses resulting in your officer's
commission upon graduation.
"I enjoy doing something different all the time. I came back into the Army because
I knew I'd be doing a lot of different thir.gs as an officer Now. I'M be in this job for
perhaps a year Then I may go to flight school or I may transfer to Korea or get a job
somewhere else I hate to use cliches like challenge and responsibility' but these arc
exactly w hat I've found as an Army officer."

ARMYROTC.
LEARN \*(HAT IT-TAKES JO LEAH

Donate,
5 .
eachoBSSf-aonaw..'•
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Bonk, Yellin shine

Virginia schools
humble locals
RONVOLMDUNG
Staff Writer
Visiting Roanoke College
and Virginia Polytechnic^
Institute rvpii made field
hockey look easy this past
weekend, beating EKU,
Kentucky and Berea.
The two Virginia schools
won all six games played
against their Kentucky opponents, while giving up only
one goal the entire weekend
and that was to Eastern.
Eastern managed to score
against Roanoke on Saturday
when Monica Keifer blasted
one through (or the first score
of the game.
The goal came late in the
first half, but was not enough
as Roanoke regrouped In the
second half and won going
away 3-1.
Roanoke also defeated UK,
1-0 and Berea, 4-0.
VPI had little trouble with
any of the three Kentucky
schools, winning 4-0 over UK,
6-0 against Eastern and:
blitzing Berea 11-0.
Coach Peggy Stanaland
attributed the Virginia schools
success to the fact that girls in
Virginia are introduced to
field hockey much earlier

there than in Kentucky.
"They have a much longer
tradition of field hockey in
their state. Most of their girls
begin playing while they are In
Junior high school," she said.
"Louisville is really the only
area of the state that has high
school field hockey, so most of
our girls come from there and
out of state. So you see, they
really are better prepared
when they come to college
than what we are," Stanaland
added.
Eastern may well face one
or both of the Virginia schools
later this year if they can
advance to Region II play of
the AIAW.
Schools from Virginia,
North
Carolina,
South
Carolina, Tennessee and
Kentucky make up Region II.
EKU though is only 1-6 thus
far this season and have
already lost to' two state
schools, UK and UL.
Both scores however were 10 and Stanaland hopes her
team can reverse the losses at
the state tournament later this
fall at Berea.

Runners second in KI AC

The ball Ues idle as two women battle for its possession in a recent field hockey match held
here.

By JIM KEEN
Staff Writer
The men's cross country
team cruised to a second place
finish at the first annual
Kentucky
Intercollegiate
Cross Country Championships
in Bowling Green on Oct. 8.
The meet, sponsored by the
Kentucky Track Coaches
Association, tested coach Art
Harvey's squad against other
Kentucky
colleges and
universities.
The thinclads did well in the
touch competition, as they
placed four of their runners in
the top 11 and all seven in the
top 23.
The individual winner of the
race, Cumberland's Tommy
Smith, was clocked in 32:18
over the rolling, waterlogged
10,000meter (6.2 mile) course,
but Eastern's barriers were
not far behind.
Junior Doug Bonk, for the
third week in a row, led the
Colonel attack with a fifth
place finish in a time of 32:51.
Senior Mark Yellin ran his
best race of the season to take
seventh in 33:12.
While

captain

If one Eastern-Western
Eastern hosted Miami of
Ohio Tuesday and lost by a game Isn't enough this
weekend, the 1968 battle will
score of 2 to 1.
be replayed on KET television

7.30 p.m. on Sunday,
Colonel coach Roy Kidd will
be one of several guests on the
jhow

lt

Women take KICC, go to region
The Women's Cross Country
team, fresh from a smashing
victory in the KICC Championships, is rapidly
preparing to make a strong
bid to capture the upcoming
regional meet in Raleigh, North Carolina on November 4th.
According to head coach
Sandy Martin, the girls, who
are working on an undefeated
season are already twice as
strong as they early in the
season. "We're going pretty
much according to schedule,

Redmcnt
@ Chamber
Orchestra

but our training won't start
building up until Nov. 7
because that's when we start
after the Nationals and that's
when it will get the hardest.''
Currently ranked #1 in the
state, the women's success is
riding on the use of freshman
in four of the seven running
positions, along with two
juniors and a senior.
Martin said, "This is very
unusual for us to do this good
right now, since most distance
runners get better as they get
older."
The most recent meet the
women were involved in was

MATTHEW DURHAM
Staff Writer

SUTTER'S
HOMECOMING
BRUNCH
SATURDAY
AFTER THE PARADE
11 - 1:30
featuring
SOUPS & DESERTS
135 EAST MAIN, RICHMOND

In Concert Monday, Oct. 24,
JBro^
^^PPI Mfte ramie
No Admission Charge'
ge

the Southern Illinois Invitational as they placed
second out of 14 teams, and in
the process defeated three of
the nationally ranked teams in
the country, including Kentucky, ranked 13th; So.
Illinois, 17th; and Southwest
Missouri State, 22nd.
Freshman Sue Schafer has
established herself as EKU's
outstanding runner as she captured first place in the KICC
Meet with a time of 18:07 over
the 5,000 meter course, and
followed that up with a second
place finish in the So. Illinois
Inv. with a clocking of 18:06.

Martin compared Schafer to
the 5,000 meter champion,
Tennessee's Brenda Webb.
"She (Webb) will be hard to
beat in the Nationals, but I
think Sue will be right there
with her, their only difference
is that Brenda's a senior and
Sue's a freshman."
Martin also talked about the
upcoming Regional meet.
"Last year we only had two
members in that meet, this
year we expect to have the
whole team there."
The women's next meet will
be Saturday in the Vol-Lady
Spartan In v. at Knoxville.

^ Volleyballers defeat
Eagles in five games

OMELETS, HOT BROWNS,

■

Kentucky team that took 12th
in the nation last year, and
now we have beaten Western.
If we continue to run well,
we'll have an excellent shot at
winning the OVC championship in November," he
added.
*
On Oct. 12, the Colonels
hosted the University of
Kentucky and the Blue Grass
Runners in a triangular meet.
Although the Colonels
defeated the Blue Grass
Runners, Eastern was set
back by the strong UK squad
by a score of 21-56.
Doug Bank, Eastern's top
runner this season finished 12
seconds behind UK AilAmerican Jim Buel, the
winner of the five mile race in
25:33.4.
I«is! Saturday, the Colonels
bounced back from the defeat
to trounce Northern ^Kentucky
by a score of 17-46 at Arlington
Golf Course.
The harriers grabbed 7 of
the top 8 places.
Senior Dan Matousch took
individual honors as he
breezed around the hilly fivemile course in 26:07.

'68 Western game set for KET

By CHRIS ELSBERRY
Staff Writer

s •

Dan

Matousch and freshman Gary
Noel seized 10th (33:25) and
11th (33:37), respectively.
Other Colonel finishers and
their places were Dennis
Creekmore,
16th,
Ed
Strobach, 22nd, and Bill
Morgan, 23rd.
Murray State University
was crowned the team
champion, edging Eastern 32
to 49.
Traditional national contender and defending OVC
champion, Western Kentucky
University, was third with 63
points.
Other team scores were:
Morehead, 103; Cumberland,
122; Louisville, 208; Northern
Kentucky, 219; Bellarmine,
240; and Berea, 254.
Although they would have
liked to win, the Colonels were
more than pleased by taking
second place.
"This is the first time in
more than five years that an
Eastern team has beat
Western in cross country,"
said senior captain Dan
Matousch.
"Earlier this season, we
beat the same University of

After the EKU women's
volleyball team had won the
first two games from visiting
Tennessee Tech 15-7,15-3, they
dropped the next two games
12-15, 15-8, and had to come
back and win the last game
and match last Tuesday 15-8.
Coach Dr. Geri Polvino said
the reason for the two loses in
the middle of the match was
because she began substituting for experienced
ballplayers.
Polvino cited the spiking of
Sheryl
Robinson,
Jane
Burgess, and Debbie Niles as
they all scored on more than
35% of their spikes. The coach
also praised the serving of
Sharon Renners as she had an

average of 3.0 out of a possible
4.0 each time she took the serving line.
Polvino had to bring in
Sharon Walker in the last
game. Walker had been benched due to sickness but
"played supurbly along the
line," according to Polvino.
The Tennessee Tech team
Polvino said "We're short and
stapped into their blocks and
caused our team to make
critical errors at critical
times."
The lights went out on Tennessee Tech on the next to last
play of the game when a ball
knocked out the scoreboard
lights. A Renner's ace put the
Eagles out for good on the next
play.
The next women's volleyball
game at home will be against
Morehead. ■•

WHOLE WHEAT or WHITE CFK 1ST ■ DEEP DISH PIZZA &
GRINDER SA ""WICHES* AND SUPEH SALADS

A presentation of EKU Centerboard

b
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I'm lucky to be walking
2mmi •

Knee injury ends career
football stays in blood
-...-_.^...^.„,.....
By MATTHEW DURHAM
Staff Writer
If you were to visit the
University football team
during practice one afternoon
you would see a large, blond,
young man roaming the
sideline.

Two opposing players try to use their beads in a recent socnr
match held here. According to Kevin Mullins, technical adviser, the club is off to their best start ever.

Soccer kicking off
RON VOLMERING
SUM Writer
The University soccer club,
is off to their best start ever
this year, according to Kevin
Mullins, the club's technical
adviser.
The club is a member of the
Kentucky Intercolleiate
Soccer Association (KISA)
and organized here under the
Intramural Department.
Thus far this season.
Eastern has compiled a 6-1-1
record, their best start ever.
One win came Monday
Oct. 11 as they booted their
way past an inexperienced
Kentucky Christian College
team by a 4-1 score.
The teams tougher opponents are yet to come
though according to Mullins.
"We've played the easy part

15f

O"

of our schedule thus far, now
we have to play the top teams
like Morehead, Berea, Asbury
and Bellarmine," he said.
"We now play a classier
style soccer than we did four
years ago," Mullins said.
"The referees compliment us
after each game for our improvement. We are just now
starting to catch fire," he
said.
"Over 40 students started
the season with us, we now
have 24," Mullins said.
"That's not too bad considering most teams carry
only 18 players," he added.
"We even have fan support
now. When we first started
out, only three or so people
would come watch us play.
Now look at it," Mullins said,
in reference to a recent
crowd of about 50 soccer buffs.

tarkl* A
a
sideline to make a tackle.
Middle Tennessee running
back ran into Payne, causing
all 260 pounds of him, to go
down on Scales' knee at the
wrong angle.
Scales knew instantly that
his knee was gone. Intact in
that one play Scales hod tore
He has the look of an athlete four ligaments, two cartilages
but he is not in uniform.
and had fractured a bone
in his knee.
He came to Eastern in the
fall of 1975 and played
If you could get him to raise
defensive middle guard his pants' leg to his knee, you
behind All-American Junior would see a scar that is five
Hardin and in his nest season inches long and three inches
here he was moved to wide, with half of an inch of
defensive tackle where he leg missing.
earned a starting position.
"I had one ligament holding
"I liked playing defensive my upper leg to my lower leg.
tackle," he said. "I played it The doctors could take my leg
in high school and Eastern's and swivel it in any direction
defense is very similar."
that they wanted," Scales
said.
He had a rich football
While the knee was in a cast,
background as a three year a blood clot formed, and that,
starter at Louisville's Trinity with some of Scales' knee had
High School and was an to be taken out.
unanimous All-State defensive
tackle and a member of the
"The doctors tried to enstate's all-star team.
courage me and say it might
On Oct. 9, 1976, his be possible to play football
promising career as a football again, but they didn't know, no
player would be over.
one did," he said.
Bob Barton, associate
Eastern was playing Middle
professor and trainer here
Tennessee and was ahead 40 to
began to work with Scales in
20 when in the fourth quarter
defensive tackle Bruce Scales
and his counterpart Bobby
HI
Payne pursued down the

Scales hasn't lost his athletic
scholarship due to the injury
and head football coach Roy
Kidd said he was proud of the
job he has done.
"We hated to lose Bruce
because he is a good football
player, but he does a good job
helping out on the defensive
line and scout line," said Kidd.
"Bruce had to go through
long, boring, painful exercises
to strengthen the knee. For
eight months it was lifting leg
weights and swimming for
Bruce," Barton said.
"It's a long grueling process
and Bruce maintained as good
an attitude as one could expect. He's in better shape now
than he was before the injury," he added.

Bruce Scales, 55, grimaces as he is helped off the field after suffering a serious knee Injury.
in last year's game with Middle Tennessee.

Freshmen boost netters

By CHRIS ELSBERRY
Staff Writer
So far in the 1977-78 season,
Does he miss football?
the women's tennis team un"Sure I miss it, but if I tried der head coach Martha
to play again I could end up in Mullins is showing an 8-2
a wheelchair, so there is really record, mainly due to the play
not much choice.
of a couple of underclassmen,
"Hell," he added with a Mary Hochwalt and Mendy
grin, "I'm lucky to be Jackson.
walking."
Hochwalt, a freshman from

Dayton, Ohio, is the number
one single's player and is sporting a 9-1 record while
Jackson, also a freshman,
plays in the number two
position and also has a 9-1
mark.

before falling to Western Kentucky last weak. Bat the
women bounced back to beat
Morehead t-l, on October 12.

"We are becoming more
consistent", said Mullins,
"ami these next three matches
Following an opening lost to will prepare us for the state
Southern Illinois, the women tournament on October Mm
reeled off seven wins in a row and SMB."
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Barton said it was the worst
knee injury he had seen during
his two years as the head
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HOMECOMING DANCE
featuring

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1977
9:00 P.M. — 1:00 A.M.
HOMECOMING DANCE
featuring
"Black Widow"
Keen Johnson Building
10:00 P.M.
Presentation of Queen
Candidates

"BLACK WIDOW"
Friday, October 21

9:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.
Keen Johnson Building
$4.00 per couple
Tickets available at Powell
Building Information Desk
and at door.
Dress: Semi-Formal

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22
10:00 A.M.
Homecoming Parade

m
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I
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11:30 — 12:30
Homecoming Buffet

Ballroom — Johnson Building
1:30 P.M.
Homecoming Queen
Coronation
Hanger Field
2:00 P.M.

i
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m
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Eastern VS Western

m

Halftime Show

Marching Maroons
Alumni Band
4:30 P.M.
Postgame Alumni Reception
Herndon Lounge
Powell Building
5:30 P.M.
Alumni Band Banquet
Powell Building
8:00 P.M.
HOMECOMING CONCERT
featuring
Tom Chapin
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with special guest artist

LORI JACOBS

Saturday
8:00/P.M., October 22
Brink Auditorium

EKLT Full-time Stude.m» - **
All others and tickets at door $4
,4

Tickets available at Powell ■
Building Information Desk
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SAO updates form
for security reasons

Young Democrats

Registration drive gets
surprising voter turnout
By WAYNE BOBUTT
SUM Writer
Three hundred people
registered to vote in a recent
registration drive sponsored
by the Young Democrats club
in what president Janice
Diemer called a surprising
turnout.
The drive was one of many
activities the club is undertaking this year to combat
political apathy and to Interest
people in politics.
Diemer said the Young
Democrats, affiliated with the
State Young Democrats in
Frankfort, is interested in all
Democratic political races:
local, state and national.
The drive
registered
students to vote in the upcoming Madison County
election.

Diemer, who agreed the
many of the candidates, invites the politicians to speak students could have their own
at the meetings that are open candidates elected, mentioned
that students at another
to the student body.
university ran one of their
Young Democrats vice- fellow students for mayor in a
president Mike Burnett heads city and got him elected.
up an absentee ballot service
Although Diemer was
for students wishing to vote in surprised
300
students
their home counties.
registered to vote in Madison
One of the local races this County, she also said she had
year, Diemer mentioned, is never seen so much political
the district court judge, who non-involvement as she had at
will serve the Madison-Clark the University.
district and will replace'the
In a continuing series of
police judge and local court activities as Election Day
Judges in those areas.
nears, the Young Democrats
Since this district court in association with the
Judge system is being im- Madison County Democrats
plemented for the first time will sponsor a rally tonight for
this year, the people running U.S. Senator Walter "Dee"
now for those offices will be Huddleston.
the first ones to decide on the
The rally, to be held at the
law under that system, Madison County Army Depot
Diemer said.
on North Second Street, will
Barbara Gaffey, Young feature a picnic and enDemocrats secretary, said tertainment starting at 5:30
that most students did not p.m.
realize how important the
Political candidates running
district Judge was.
for office in the Madison-Clark
"If enough students voted, counties district will appear
we could elect our own can- along with Huddleston at the
didates and have more of a rally which is open to all insay in what goes on around terested students and faculty
Richmond," she said.
members.

By LYNNE KRUER
Organizations Editor
Requests must be submitted
at least 48 hours prior to the
date of the activity so says the
new activities request form.
It was organized by the Office of Student Activities and
Organizations (SAO) in the
beginning of the semester.
According to Jill Harbin,
assistant to the director of
student
activities,
all
organizations, not just the
social ones, must fill out a
request form if they plan any
type of event on campus
grounds.
For example, a rumor was
spread that fraternities and
sororities must have a permit
to sing as a group on campus.

Sheri Mefford, a freshman art education major is helping Kirk Denney hang his selfportrait. The art club is helping to decorate the Ombudsman office as a special project.

Bare office transformed into art gallery
By BARBARA GAFFEY
Staff Writer
When Aimee Alexander
moved into the Ombudsman
office, located in the Powell
Building behind the information desk, the walls
were bare. Now, however, the
deserted walls have been
filled with color.

The Art Student Association
According to Alexander, she
is currently decorating the contacted the Art department
Ombudsman's office with chairman at the beginning of
paintings and ceramics.
the semester. "When I came,
the walls were bare," said
Kirk Denney, Art Student Alexander. It seemed to me
Association president- said, that it the Office I needed,
"We are very grateful for this some warmth
m,.k if
if .„«,
we ..,„,„
were .„
to
opportunity to display our appeal to the students."
work."
The Ombudsman is the
liaison between the Students
and
faculty
and
administration members.
Alexander said, "'We are
primarily student-oriented
and this is where student art
should be displayed."
The
Art
Student
Association, Denney said, is
The University Film Series movies will be presented in Pearl Buchanan
composed of approximately 35
Theatre, Keen Johnson Building, seven nights per week at 7:30. Admission is
art majors. Denney said their
$1.00. The movies are intended for EKl) students, faculty and staff. Films are
functions include sponsoring
guest speakers and trips to
not open to the public.
galleries.
'"We are the
voice of the art students," said
Denney.
There are about eleven
paintings
and sketches
OCTOBER 24
NOVEMBER 7
hanging in the Ombudsman

The ciuo invites local
political candidates to speak
at its meetings: one way in
which it strives to foster interest among non-involved
students.
David
Baird,
the
Democrats' public relations
man who Is familiar with

Mifiit

Additional Movies
Will Be Announced

COMING ATTRACTIONS
JS2

CHAPLIN'S
MASTERPIECE

UGHTO
A CLASSIC BY
"THE MASTER"
HIMSELF.

OCTOBER 25, 26, 27

o

TO BE
ANNOUNCED

nutrv/r

Mel Brook* Cleavon Little, Gene Wilder
Warner Brothers; Directed by Mel Brooks
Color;
93 minutes

Outrageous, uproarious and contagious comedy from
Mel Brooks spoofing that great American tradition,
the Western Movie. An outstanding cast features
Cleavon Little as the railroad worker promoted to candidate for hanging and then to Sheriff of the town of
Rockridge.

OCTOBER 28. 29, 30

MAGNUM FORCE
Clint Eastwood. Hal Holbrook
©Warner Brothers; Directed by
Color;
123 minutes
Some of the most exciting action ever put on the
screen, MAGNUM FORCE brings Clint Eastwood back
to the screen in his spell-binding role as Dirty Harry.
This time the fast-paced, hard-hitting action comes
from his pursuit of a mad killer who is systematically
murdering mobsters.

NOVEMBER 1,2,3

FREEBIE
AND THE BEAN
NOVEMBER 4, 5, 6

:CAB£

Beat
Western!

NOVEMBER 8, 9, 10

i UPTOWN
SATURDAY NIGHT

Alexander said that some of
the work is "different and
unusual" but described it all
as interesting.
According to Denney, the
bookshelves in the office will
be used to display ceramics
made by the students. "We
want the students to be aware
of the art work of the art
students and we think it will go
over well here," he said.

Clubs take
to courts

If you have experience in
volleyball or want to play—the
Men's Volleyball Club is
looking for some players.
Practice starts Nov. 2 at 6
p.m. in the Begley Gym 116.
For further information call
As for the future of the Art the Intramural Office at 5434.
Student Association's
decorating project, said
Alpha Delta Pi sorority is
Denney, the art work in the sponsoring
its
annual
Ombudsman's office will be Racquetball Tourney starting
changed occasionally so that Nov. 18, 19 and 20. Indepenall the art students will have dents as well as Greeks can
the opportunity to display enter the tournament.
their work. "We want the Deadline for entry is Nov. 9.
community to be aware of the The entry proceeds will go to
student art work," said the ADPi National PhilanDenny.
thropy.

HOMECOMING
SPECIAL

NOVEMBER 11, 12,

Come in and register

ANTIFREEZE ^
ffl&
Harvey Keitel, Robert DeNiro, Amy Robinson
^■BkWarner Brothers; Directed by Martin Scorsese
Color;
112 minutes
Harvey Keitel is slowly climbing the hierarchy of the
local Mafia family in New York's Little Italy. This in
tense story dramatizes his struggle and the decisions
he must face. An uncle urging him onward. Deep
Catholic unbringing, a young devoted friend (Robert
DeNiro) and love for a beautiful young girl—holding
him back.

for an A M F
10 Speed Bicycle

(FREE Antifreeze TESTER with purchase of 2 gallons antifreeze)

DEPENDABLE AUTO SUPPLY:
463 Shoppers Village
Eastern By-Pass

NOVEMBER 14

.ndTi

TO BE
ANNOUNCED

IK

NOVEMBER 15, 16, 17

THE
EXORCIST
Ellyn Burstyn, Lee J. Cobb, Linda Blair
^Warner Brothers; Directed by William Friedkin
©
Color;
121 minutes
One of the most powerful films ever produced, this
all-time boxoffice giant is based on the 1949 case' in
which a Jesuit priest expelled a demon from a 14 year
old child in Maryland.

Serving You Better
withOur New Main Office Facility
A comfortable, nudere Utility with ■
Meaty, relaxed atmosphere

Complete Banking Services

NOVEMBER 18, 19, 20

MRS MILLER
Warren Bearty, Julie Christie
Warner Brothers; Directed by Robert Attman
„
Color: '
120.m.nutes
Warren Beatty stars as the grizzled, small-time
*» gambler, whose business is bringing pleasure to a
wild western hamlet. Julie Christie stars as the
frizzled, hard nosed'madame who coerces him into
setting her up in business and splitting the profits.

office. The rooms, according Denney said the reason the
to Alexander, have taken on a Art Student Association has
new and different look.
never decorated university
oHices before to
IS
we have
Artists who currently have
"we
never had
an
invitation
art displayed in the office are
Joel Baker. Doug Rose, Kirk before."
t De
„_
. _
"ney. Dennis Lalley and
Luke Segnitz.
Players needed

Kl*l

Sidney Portier. BUI Coeby, Harry Belafonte
O Warner Brothers; Directed by Sidney Poitler
Color; HBBaMaBaf 104 minutes
Harry Belafonte is the black version of The Godfather
in this hilarious antic filled movie. Zany Bill Cosby and
Sidney Poitler are robbed of a tottery ticket worth
$50,000. To regain it, they call on private detective
Richard Pryor* The laughs keep rolling as the entire
cast, including Flip Wilson and Calvin Lockhart, each
.txy to„outmanem<er ttvLOttuu.

OCTOBER 31
TO BE
ANNOUNCED

"There is no such thing," said
Harbin. They must fill out a
request form and get signed
approval before the activity
can take place, though,
-it is to make communications better for people
and to let them know what is
going on, such as notifying
security about concerts and
things going on around campus," said Harbin.
The form consists of three
copies. One is delivered to
security, another copy goes to
the activities office and the
third one is kept by the
organization.
There has always been an
activities request form, said
Harbin, but this one is just a
little better organized.

( bee kin* Arrow ts
SaJety DepasM Boies
I Far Every Need

AJ Pacino. John Cattie
.
O Warner %*»*-: Directed by SMhey Uimet
Color
129 minutes
■
Al Pacino shown his tremendous versatility in this
collage of humor, pathos, fright and chaos. Pacino is
Sonny, confused and frantic about his tattered fife—
ao unhappy wife, debts and a maw lover desperate
for a sex-change operation.

SaviapAecaaaU
Trust Department
Travelers Checks

, IIBm fja^fc fa.
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Three Convenient Locations
iHiUAvenae

MaiaOlfice
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Phone 623-2884
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Series premieres with Charlie Chaplin film
'Alternative service must break even to continue9
ByTTNASCHOEWE
Arts Editor
The University Film Series
will premiere with Charlie
Chaplin's "City Lights" on
Monday, Oct. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in
Pearl Buchanan Theater,
located adjacent to the Keen
Johnson Building.
According to Skip Daugherty,
director of Student Activities
and Organizations and coordinator for the film series, its
success is "completely dependent on student reactions.
"The purpose of this series is
to provide an alternative entertainment service for students. It must break even in
order to continue and student
participation is of the utmost
importance," he said.

The films will be shown seven
nights a week and there will be
a nominal admission charge of
$1. The permanent home of the
series will be Pearl Buchanan
Theater, which has a capacity
for 137 people each show.
"Films in past years have
lost money because the facility
was not open on a regular
basis," said Daugherty. He explained that Pearl Buchanan
Theater is being used in
cooperation with the Department of Speech and Theatre
Arts and will be available every
night until the series concludes
for the fall semester on Dec. 3.
Three films will be shown
each week. Monday nights are
reserved for a once-a-week
showing of a classic, vintage or

foreign film. The same feature
film will be shown Tuesday
through Thursday evenings
with a different film on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings.
All shows will start at 7:30 p.m.
with the doors opening at 7 p.m.
Tickets will be available at the
door.
Daugherty explained if a
demand arises the University
will consider going to two
showings each night.
Some of the the films which
will be shown during the
semester include "Blazing Saddles", "Magnum Force", "The
Exorcist", "Dog Day Afternoon", "McCabe and Mrs.
Miller" and "Uptown Saturday
Night".
A listing of films for each
week, including a small

description, will be published in
the weekly FYI and will also be
posted in a display case near
the Information Desk on the
main floor of the Powell
Building.
According to Daugherty, the
film series is open only to
University students. Although
student ID's will be checked,
students attending may bring a
guest or family member. _
"The series is not open to the
general public. This is not a
business venture and we're not
in competition with the theaters
in town," he said.
He added students could submit suggestions for films they
want to see to the Students Activities office in the Powell
Building.
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this week

in the ants
Don't miss Tom Chapin and
Lori Jacobs jn concert Saturday night for the Homecoming
concert. It starts at 7:30 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium and ticket
prices are $3 for students and $4
for non-students. Tickets are
available at the Information
Desk in the Powell Building.
You can read more about
Chapin and Jacobs in this
week's Homecoming supplement.
*****
Jeanne Bowers, piano and
Sandra Howard, flute, will
present a junior BM recital on
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. in Clifford Theater.

On Monday, University Centerboard will sponsor the Piedmont Chamber Orchestra at 8
p.m. in Brock Auditorium. The
22-member orchestra includes
the
internationally-known
Clarion Wind Quintet and is a
professional affiliate of the
North Carolina School of the
Arts. There is no admission
charge and all are welcome.
Also on Wednesday, the
Eastern Dance Theater will
present their falK concert,
"Dancers Dancing Dances" at
8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
Tickets are 75 cents in advance
and $1 at the door. Tickets are
available from members of the
Dance Theater.

'Love for Love'
17th century comedy opened to mixed reviews
Ever since I saw the play
"Love for Love" last week I've
been asked whether I was going
to write a "good" review or a
"bad" review. It seemed to me
that my only alternative was
clear-cut. I had to label a complex artistic endeavor by using
the very unartistic words

their roles through direction.
The set was a simple one at
first glance but Keith Johnson
should be complimented on his
job with the scenery and
lighting. The intricate design
of the floor and carvings on the
backdrops were evident of
creativity and imagination.

Richard Hensel, professor of
music. The instrumentation for
"Ben's Song" which was sung
by Jackie Hall, was arranged
by Dr. Alan Beeler, associate
professor of music and performed by members of the
Department of Music.
The play was full of character roles and a few seemed to
really stand apart from the rest.
The comic roles of Tattle (Andy
Zagar), Mr. Foresight (Steve
Connelly) and Sampson, the
comic villain (Lowell Massey)
were very well portrayed.

"good"or'4bad".
I've done a lot of thinking
about the play and with all my
journalistic experience (well,
it's been six weeks) I've come
to a profound conclusion. The
jwily kind of review to write is
"an honest one. This way I can
■be fair to Dr. Sporre and the
cast of the play, to you, the
reader, as well as to myself.
t There were many very good
things about "Love for Love".
I can say without a doubt there
wasn't a weak character in the
play. Each actor seemed to
capture the spirit of his-her
Character. Dr. Sporre must
certainly be given some of the
credit for this because actors
are given the first indications of

Magnificent

is

the

most

superlative word I can think of
and this can be used to describe
the costumes.
They were
elaborate, colorful and made
the play a beautiful visual experience.
Jean Druesdow and her
costume crew really did a fine
job for this play and the
costumes really contributed to
the play.
The music used in the play
should also be mentioned, as
significant contributions were
made by the Department of
Music.
The opening song,
"Apollo's Secret", was
specially composed by Dr.

Especially impressive were
the performances of freshmen
Anita Lenhart and Mark Miles
who proved they could hold
their own among a group of
veteran University actors.
Miles, in particular, delivered
his lines more clearly than
anyone else in the show.
Unfortunately the dialogue
and its delivery was a problem.
When I first talked to Dr.
Sporre about "Love for Love",
he explained to me the script
was a difficult one and the actors were literally "speaking a
strange language."
The actors got their lines well
in hand before opening night,
but because of the complexity
of the script their delivery

didn't come through to the
audience.
I missed much of
what the actors were saying but
I was able to pick up a lot of the
plot through their movements
and gestures. Many people I
spoke with concerning the play
were disappointed in the
dialogue and felt they missed
a lot by not understanding
of what was going on.
However I would never rule
out the fact that the "good"
may very well have ruled out
the "bad". All in all, Dr.
Sporre and his actors are to be
commended on their hard work
and effort in their production of
"Love for Love".

rW» by STKVK BROWlN

Mr. Foresight (Steve Connelly) makes his point to the Nurse
(Billye Killman) and Timothy (Richard Cox) during a scene from
"Love for Love", the season's first dramatic production staged
last week in Gifford Theatre.
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Director Wehr receives music award
By MYRON HARROD
Staff Writer
Dr. David A. Wehr, associate
professor of music and director
of University choral activities,
has been selected for his
eleventh annual award by the
American Society of Com-

posers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP).
According to Wehr, the
award is given to composers
and directors who give their
time to non-profit performances in churches, schools
and organizational activities.

This award helps to offset the
difference between composers
who receive money in the form
of royalties and sales and nonprofit composers such as Wehr.
Wehr said there are 10,000
composers who do this and
ASCAP honors 500 of them each
year.

Home Coming Brunch
Saturday & Sunday
10 am - 2 pm
395 Adults 200 Children
Fresh Pastries Assorted Fresh Fruits Salad Bar,

B
■Hi

Fresh Bake Bread, Eggs, Bacon, Sausage Biscuits
& Gravy Roast Pork Loin Fried Chicken
-6 £ Choice c* v*getable
* •

"For The Best
Quick Meal In Richmond!Iff
7
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Burglars nabbed in Combs Building
"The jail is a lot nicer than where
they were staying," Roy said. "It was
way out in the boondocks and just a
terrible place to live."

< Cartoned frm page 1)
and the conversation was very casual,"
Cecil added.

At l:25 a m. Howard and Hlnkle were
charged and placed In the Madison
County Jail.

The two had supposedly entered the
building through an open door, when all

were supposed to be locked.
"Naturally the idea of an inside job
runs across everyone's mind in a case
like this," Cecil said. "But these profs
have a bad habit of leaving doors
unlocked."

This is not the first time Howard and
Hinkle have come in contact with the
law. This is Hinkle's fifth arrest on sll
related offenses and the second for
Howard.
Security has recovered all but the one
typewriter according to Goolsby.

Parking ticket appeals possible

Student Court power unknown to most students
By MARK TURNER
' News Editor
The Student Handbook states that the
Student Court has the power to rule in
cases dealing with parking violations
and on the Student Assocstion Con-

stitution.
"I don't think students know we're
here," said Chief Court Justice Mark
Girard.
So far this semester, the court has
hsd only three cases come before them.

Family Dog boycott lifted
by frats at IFC meeting
By MARK TURNER
News Editor
The boycott of the Family Dog imposed by the Inter-Fraternity Council
has been lifted.
The action came at the regular IFC
meeting last Monday when Family Dog
owner Robbie Robinson attended and
answered questions on the matter.
"I would think that my being
available to those who were not directly
involved helped straighten things out,"
said Robinson.
There were only five people involved,
according to Robinson, and they influenced those who were Indirectly
involved but who made the decision to
boycott.
The boycott wss imposed after
trouble at the bar Oct. 1 between bar
employes and members of the Kappa
Alpha fraternity.
This last incident wss "the straw that
broke the camel's back," according to
one IFC member.
The fraternities had also accused the
Dog management of inconsistencies of
prices.

"It (the boycott) hurt my business
and my feelings," said Robinson.
The full effect of the boycott is not yet
known.
"It came on a three day weekend so I
couldn't really tell," said Robinson.
"I'll have to see how the books come out
at the end of the month to see the effect"
"I feel that th« boycott did work,"
said Alan Wells, president of the KA
fraternity. "It got Robbie to come to
talk to us."
Wells didn't think that much got
accomplished at the IFC meeting that
Robinson came to.
Robinson also felt the meeting he had
with the IFC failed to accomplish all
that he wanted it to.
"I don't think I got across to them
why I have to have the muscle," said
Robinson of his employes.
Robinson said he needs the "muscle"
in order to keep a peaceful crowd in the
bar.
A committee has been formed that
will handle similar problems in the
future, if they arise, according to Wells.

In two instances, the court ruled in
favor of the student. The student involved in the third case failed to show
up for his hearing.
"They (the students) might not know
that they can appeal a ticket," said
Girard.
It states on the back of every ticket,
in the Student Handbook and in the
traffic safety rules that any student can
appeal a ticket to the court.
In order to appeal a ticket a student
only needs to go to Security within five
days of receiving the ticket and sign a
form stating they want an appeal.
Security sends a copy to the court
and a time for appeal is arranged.
The SA Constitution makes available
defense counsels for use by accused
students. Counsels are students who
have been appointed by the Chief
Justice and approved by the court.
A student then shows up and the case
is heard. Of course like in all good
courts, both sides of the case are heard.
Appealing a ticket doesn't mean that
the student will automatically win and
not have to pay. But Court Justice
Church Moody asked, "What do they
have to loose?"
"A lot of students take the attitude
that they can't beat the University,"
said Moody.
Any student who loses in the court
can appeal to the Student Affairs
Committee. Security can also appeal a
case ruled against them.
This year is the first year that an
appeal has been made beyond the
Student Court that anyone can
remember, according to Girard.

The court is made up of 11 students
who are appointed by the SA President
and approved by the senate.
Any student with a 2.25 overall
standing is eligible to be a court justice.
There must also be at least one
justice named from each class.
The Court Justices are: Mike Burnett, Kathy Dunbar, Girard, Karen
Hargan, Patti Hearst, Melody Hoover,
Ernie House, Lynn Jackson, Moody,
Rick Robinson and Dale Warren.
The court meets weekly in one of the
conference rooms in the Powell
Building. A list of times and rooms is
posted on the bulletin board beside the
Student Association office.

Senators receive
77-78 budget
(Continued from page 1)
(SGAK) was given to each senator to
consider.
SGAK is a state-wide organization of
college student governments that will
act as a lobbying group on student
affairs in the state government.
The Senate will vote on the constitution in two weeks.
Rita Masden, vice president of the SA
said a committee was being formed
that would look into drawing up an
amendment to the constitution or a
special rule on attendance at Senate
meetings.
Masden also announced that work
was coming along well on the
questionnaires dealing with the open
house policy. Several classes in the
Sociology department are helping in the
survey.

I PW« by STEVE BROWN)

Concentrated rhythm

Richard Marsh, junior computer science major from Kingsport, Term, practices some of the finer points of his skateboard style in front of the Combs
Natatorium during several warm days last week. The onset of winter weather
will soon make it too cool to pursue such outdoor activities.
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Homecoming and its traditions change with the years
ByBOBLANGFORD
Supplement Editor
Thirty years ago the University's
Homecoming theme might have been
'Tun on with Radio" instead of "Turn on
with TV." Change is the only constant factor of life.
Homecoming at the University has
cnanged as well. Back in 1947, when
television was little more than a gleam in
the eye of a few pioneers, the alumni's annual trek back to Richmond was very dif-

hi'6REHEAB~B

±

1947 Homecomi

ferent
TV was not the only technological innovation of 1947. That year was the first
year Hanger Stadium was illuminated by
what the '47 Piegrcss calls "a class A
lighting system."
That year Eastern Kentucky State
Teacher's College defeated Morehead
State Teacher's College 94-7 in the
Homecoming game.
The Eastern-Morenead game was
always played to see who would hold the
coveted "hawg rifle" for the next year.
"We quit doing that in 1962 I believe,"
Colonel head coach Roy Kidd said. "I
guess things Just started getting out of
hand."
The Colonels weren't even the Colonels
then. They were the Eastern Maroons until 1964.
The game of football has changed from
what it was 30 years ago, especially in the
size of the players. Morris HaJlum, this
year's biggest player would have a 50pound advantage over the '47 team's
biggest behemoth.
Perhaps because the bigger players of
today eat more, ticket prices have
skyrocketed. In '47 the Homecoming
game cost $1, whereas tickets run 64.50
this year whether you sit on the SO yardline or up on the hill.
Even Richmond has changed since 1947.
Richmond had an airport in those days
and the Gryndon Hotel ran an ad in the
Progress, In which the Glyndon claimed to
be "Richmond's Leading Hotel" and they
probably weren't kidding.
Of course, the campus is far from what 1'
was at the birth of the tube. Even then,

however, there was a housing problem.
Students in 1947 had to face the same
problems that today's do with three people
crammed into a room for two.
There were no social fraternities at the
University, although many existed at the
time. County clubs were the dominant
organizations on campus.
Homecoming is also vastly different
than it was then, but some of the differences may not be for the better.
"It was really a big deal," Sharon McConnell, curator of the Townsend Room
said, "bigger than it is today.
The parade was started in 1949 and is
held the Saturday morning before the
game.
"A bonfire was held right on the Hanger
Stadium Field the Thursday night before
the game," according to McConnell.
"Then everyone would snake-dance all
around campus and Richmond."
McConnell said she believes a primary
reason for the lack of interest shown by
many of today's students is that "Eastern
was always s suitcase college, but it is
more so now."
Charles Hay, director of the University
Archives agreed with McConnell.
"Students are more transient today than
they were in the past and attitudes have
changed."
In addition to the football Homecoming
there was also a basketball Homecoming
and a Junior-Senior Prom. When did they
find time to study?
Along with all the changes that have accompanied Homecoming a major change
has been the price.
An average Homecoming, not including

hotel and gas, would cost visiting alumni,
approximately $S per couple (with the
deluxe $2 corsage).
Today that same day of entertainment
and nostalgia would run up to 627. Eight
dollars of that, however, would go for the
concert, which was not held 30 years ago.
Even though it costs the individual more
now, the University has higher expenses to
meet
In 1947 the George Hicks Orchestra
charged the University 695 to perform at
the Homecoming Ball. This year Black
Widow will cost 6650 for the same night of
music at the dance on Friday
Tom Chapin, the entertainment at the
concert Saturday night carries a 61,500
price tag.
The University did cut down on one expense, however. Lambda Sigma serves at
the ball now, saving the University a lot of
money. In 1947 a Mrs. Chenaultwaspaida
grand total ef 64 for using her servants at
the ball.
The invitation to the 1947 ball clearly
stressed what type of an affair the ball was
going to be. "This is definitely not a
sweater swing. Women should wear
street-length dresses and men should wear
business suits," said the message.
Back in 1947 the dorms might have been
decorated with excerpts from such radio
shows as "The Shadow," "Gangbusters"
and "Amos and Andy." In 1977, however,
"Happy Days," "Disney" and "The Gong
Show" decorate the windows of on-campus
housing.
Television has changed America and
Homecoming has changed with it
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The Little House

"With Big Ideas

200V4 SOUTH THIRD STREET • RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

Curly Lamb fur jacket with
Caahwsxi cowl neck. Cam*
I Shirt (wool). PuMovar hat (wool)

Ksthy

For Dressing you up"

Marilyn
Wool plaid split skirt. Solid

Jacket, Jockey Corduroy Hat Wool Shawl.

Bare Dress, Loosefit of sheer
fluid Jersey, Satin ROM at nock.
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Fashionably speaking
See what Levis Headquarters
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Clothes are 'in on campus
By KATHY ROARK
Staff Writer
At last, clothes are back in' on college
campuses. Today's college woman takes
pride in the way she looks and knows that
looking good is a major step toward feeling
good about herself.
Women at the University tend to gear
their autumn wear to the casual atmosphere of the campus and Richmond.
The most popular look on campus this fall
is pants in a solid color with a print blouse
and matching sweater.
A variation of this basic look is substituting a simple skirt for the pants.
Skirts are showing up more often this year
as coeds are showing off legs long hidden
beneath yards of denim. Women find
skirts can be just as comfortable as pants
and can go far in extending one's wardrobe.
Layering with shirts, sweaters, and
vests is still the best bet in fall fashion.
Choosing mixable and matchable style and
color combinations adds versatility to
basics like pants and skirts.
The cut of this year's sweaters is big, not
sloppy but roomy enough to wear a shirt or
another sweater underneath. One popular
look is a cowl-necked sweater topped with
a wrap sweater over wool or wide-wale
corduroy pants. This is popular not only
because of its looks but also it kills the chill
of autumn evenings.
Suits are another fashion option seen often this fall. Blazers are of softer cut this
year; the harsh men's-cut blazers have
Teamed with matching full or dirndl
skirts or pants and a soft cowl-necked
sweater, this is the perfect look for a Satur-

day afternoon football game. It's versatility carries the look through to nighttime festivities at the local nightspots.
Three-piece suits with blazer, vest and
pants or skirt are the complete suit look
this year.
Evening fashion is dressier around campus this fall, but real dressing up' is still
rare. Skirts with pleats, ruffles, or gathers
look great swirling around bared lei's
while 'swaying to the music."
These skirts topped with one of the new
soft, deliciously feminine blouses are an
irrestible fashion combination.
Any discussion of campus fashion isn't
complete without mentioning jeans. Jeans
are still the staple of the coed's wardrobe
but are not nearly as common as they were
a year or two ago. The only new changes in
jeans are their cut—tighter and straighter
than before.
These are often worn tucked into the tops
of boots.
Still, they are worn with
everything from T-shirts to fancy silk
blouses.
Gaucho pants are an old fad that have
been recently revived. They're worn most
often with matching vests, tailored
blouses and boots.
Gray is the predominant color on the
campus fashion scene this fall. Pants and
sweaters in similar color tones give a
sophisticated look and a slimming effect
too.
Other colors seen most often are the
traditional autumnal hues of green, brown,
rust, tan, black and winter white.
"lUetdTnTon pamp"us~tnislair is casual"
sophistication. More thought goes into
dressing and a well put together look is the
aim of students today.

Organizations ready
for Saturday festivities
BYLYNNEKRUER
Organizations Editor
Homecoming is only two days away and
many of the organizations' preparations
should be nearing completion for Saturday's parade.
Eight floats have been entered into this
year's competition. They cover a variety
of television topics in relation to the
Homecoming theme of "Turn on With
TV". They are as follows:
Baptist Student Union—"Let's Cream
Western (M-M-Good)" Inter-varsity
Christian Fellowship—"3rd Annual Kazoo
Band", Kappa Delta Tau-Alpha Iota Gamma— "M.A.S.H. The Hilltoppers", Society
of Collegiate Journalists—"Western's
Season Cancelled-Due to Technical Difficulties", United Methodist Campus Center Turn on With TV-Send the Hilltoppers Back to Walton's Mountain", Marantha —"Tune into Jesus of Nazareth-the
Homecoming King", The Agriculture
Club— hasn't decided theme, Pi Beta PhiTheta Chi—hasn't decided theme
The fraternities will be holding their an-

nual weekend of parties. According to
Tom Ramey, Assistant to the director of
Student Activities and Organizations, they
usually have a big percentage of alumni
returning for homecoming.
Tau Kappa Epsilon fTKEi and Sigma
Alpha Epsom iSAK 1 are providing shuttle
service for alumni to help the grads get
back and forth between events.
In the dormitory category, 15 out of the
18 dormitories are decorating their halls.
The dormitories and their homecoming
themes are listed below:
Burnam Hall—"House on Posh Corner",
Case Hall—"Hilltoppers—Come on
Down", Clay Hall—"Happy Days", Combs
Hall—"Sesame Street", Commonwealth
Hall '■King of the Hills", Martin
Hall—"Operation:
Petticoat", Mattox
Hall-"Turn on With Cartoons",
McGregor Hall—"Hee Haw", Sullivan
Hall-Wonderful World of Disney", Todd
Hall- "Monday Night Football". Miller.
Beckham & McCreary Halls—"The Gong
Show". Walters Hall-Turn on With TV".
Telford Hall—"Turn on With TV", Dupree
Hall-Turn on With TV".

Can do for you.

Kicker Sweater A Rumble Seat Jeans
RUMBLE SEAT Dress Slacks.

Cowl Neck Sweater is by WRANGLER,

covered by a beautiful wrap around Sweater from KICKER.
KICKER Sweater t RUMBLE SEAT Jeans.

Levis HEADQUARTERS
STORI
HOURS:

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
EASTERN BY-PASS RICHMOND, KY.

IOA.M. Til 9P.M. MON. THRU SAT.

ASM
bsB

OPIN SUNDAY 1-30 Til 6P.M

Tjfksa
pJl-.CUKri.KA'I Ml

Clothing and Shoes

"For a New Look In Your Wardrobe!"
Rick Milk senior Business u« from
Somerset Rick is wsim| i charcoal
nested sort ky M«n Cats* Dress
skirt by Anew Inrganay M" Boots
iiflorskta Crey wool topcoat ky Pen
sMM.

Mike MiMleton freshman Business miar
from RrchmoM
Mike is wear*i| a
leather cut k, Cms
Terry Clttt
Sweater ky Himalaya Dress Slacks Iy
Kj|MS MM S Dress Wei[e ky Oeiter

Turn out and 'turn on' the Colonels
at pep rally 7p.m. Thursday in the ravine
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Richmond, Kentucky
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Remembers hassles, not crowning

Amy Luyster feels mixed emotions about reign
By SARAH WARREN
Feature EdJtor
When Amy Luyster was named 1976
homecoming queen she screamed, cried,
jumped and hollered and didn't act like a
queen at all.
The tall, beautiful blonde who looked so
sophisticated, so together and so full of
poise, did just what came naturally.
"They told us not to scream if we won,"
said Luyster, "but when I heard them say
representing Case Hall,' I couldn't help

it."
Luyster said she remembers yelling the
name of her good friend, Paula Beck, but
she doesn't remember a whole lot after
that.
"I was so excited, I couldn't even talk,"
she said. "I couldn't tell them where I was
from or anything.
"You know, it's really funny. I guess
you'd say this was the ultimate thing in my
life and I can't even remember the best
part," Luyster said.

Last year's Homecoming queen, Amy luyster, calmed down enough after her coronation
to patiently hold the umbrella for her escort. Gene McLean, as they watch the game in
the rain. Luyster said she was so excited about being chosen she can't remember "the
ultimate thing in my life."

"It's like I blacked out or something. I
don't remember going up to get my
flowers and crown or anything. All I
remember is suddenly all these people appeared and everyone was hugging me and
congratulating me.
"There was a picture of Sherree
Sullivan, one of the finalists, hugging me
and I don't even remember it," she said.
Luyster said she did remember
President J.C. Powell giving her a kiss on
the cheek. He was waiting for everyone to
get a picture and the kiss seemed like it
was about two minutes long, she said.
As Luyster talked about being chosen as
Homecoming queen last year, she started
getting excited all over again and her
speech became faster.
Wide-eyed and innocent looking, Luyster
still seemed kind of amazed at the fact that
she had won.
She said she wouldn't have won except for
all the people that helped her: the girls in
Case Hall, her friends and most of all, her
friend Paula.
"If it wasn't for Paula, I wouldn't have
won," she said.
Some of her other friends also helped by
putting her posters up around campus.
"I gave some posters to this one girl and
she put them in the boys' bathroom in the
Moore Building," said Luyster, "right
above the urinals."
She didn't, however, get much help
from Case Hall House Council who
sponsored her. They didn't help pay for
her posters, which cost $18 or help her

get them printed.
Case Hall didn't help her in finding a
convertible for the parade, either, and
neither did Student Affairs. She said Skip
Daughtery, director of Student Affairs,
told the girls they had to find convertibles
but to come to him if they had trouble finding one.
"There were a lot of hassles," said
Luyster, "but it was well wmh it after I
won. I don't want anybody to think I'm not
grateful or that I'm bitter about the way
things were run," Luyster said "But
nobody hands anything to you; at least
that's how it was for me.
"I had to do so much running around, to
get an outfit and shoes and then it rained
the day of homecoming," she said.
After she had won, one thing which was
disappointing to her was the pictures they
took for the yearbook.
"The first pictures they took were of me
out in the snow and I think I would have
liked thema lot," said Luyster.
"I was hugging a snowman and riding a
sled. But, they were ruined while being
developed.
"The second time they asked me what I
wanted to do and I said ride a bike or fly a
kite, which would have been kind of symbolic since I'm a Theta. But it was raining
so we had to take them in the Powell
Building.
"They just kept asking me what I did
and it kind of made me mad because I was
an RA, in Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, a
See LUYSTER, p. 7

Ken Car
Clothing And Shuns
East Main Street Downtown, Richmond

Pre- washed
jeans and jacket
with Kakhi trim from
Male worn with Kakhi
shirt from Monzini

0
Kakhi1 Pants and vest with Red Trims
from Male Cut for Gals worn with
Turtle neck top from
James Pillet Collection.
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'Turn on with TV
By GENE MCLEAN
Sports Editor
Rain at Eastern's Homecoming is
almost as reliable as the president of the
University kissing the queen and just
about as pleasing.
Bands, floats, parades and all the half
time pageantry usually end up losing to the
elements as the traditional gray clouds
congregate over Hanger Field and the
Richmond community until the festivities
are over.
However, this year could be different.
No, the answer is not to bring an umbrella, which has been futilely tried before,
but to abide by this year's Homecoming
theme and "Turn-on with TV."
Channel 27, WKYT-TV in Lexington and
the University have reached an agreement
to telecast the Homecoming contest between the Colonels and their arch rival foes
from Bowling Green.
Not only will this be the first game
to telecast the Homecoming contest between the Colonels and their arch-rival foes
also be unique for the television station.
According to both University officials
and WKYT sports director and personality
Denny Trease, the Eastern-Western game
will be the first live telecast of a Kentucky
football team by a Kentucky television
station.
"To my knowledge this will be the first
ever in Kentucky to be done by a Kentucky
station," Trease said, "but we have
wanted to get into this for a long time. I'm
glad to say we'll be the first."

'The first in Kentucky...'
Although the final arrangements were
settled Tuesday Oct. 11, it was the concerted efforts of several University officials which insured the telecast.
Donald Feltner, vice president of Public
Affairs, who coordinated the University's
efforts to gain the telecast, said "Within a
10 minute period it (the telecast) was off,
then on again."
"Last summer this particular project
started," Feltner said, "when myself and
Dr. Powell were in Lexington to tape a
Richmond View program. Al Taylor, their
program director, told me they were
considering doing a live football telecast
this year and I told them if they were
serious I would like to pursue the
possibility of airing the Eastern-Western
game. Then several weeks ago they
contacted us again about the possibility, so
we started to go through the channels to
gain permission about doing the telecast."
Trease, who will be joining former
National Football League referee Tommy
Bell in broadcasting the game, said, "We
had talked about it the same week we went
to Waco, Tex. to do the Baylor-Kentucky
delay and right then we had the EasternWestern game in our mind."
Since that time many different people
have been working to secure the broadcast.
Donald Combs, the University's director
of athletics, was contacted by Feltner the
first week of October and asked to gain
NCAA's permission to telecast the
Homecoming contest.
"It took about a week to complete the
arrangements through the NCAA," Combs
said, "and they were very helpful to expedite the permission."
Dave Cawood, a former sports in-

formation director at the University and
currently director of public relations with
the NCAA and Thomas W. Jernstedt, an
associate executive director with the
NCAA and the representative who visited
the campus during last year's playoff
game, were two people Combs recognized
as being of particular help in gaining
NCAA permission.
"They helped a great deal in securing
the rights," Combs said.
Besides NCAA permission to do the
telecast, there were several other factors
that influenced the WKYT personnel to
choose the Eastern Homecoming game for
broadcast.
"This will be the perfect game," Trease
said. "The rivalry is one of the best in
collegiate football and anyone who knows
anything about Kentucky sports knows of
the Eastern-Western battles."

'The rivalry is
one of the best...'
The cooperation between Eastern and
the Lexington media also influenced them
to look toward the Richmond campus.
Feltner said, "We've always have had
good relations with the media and a long
standing relationship with Channel 27
since they took the air. I certainly think
this had some kind of influence."
Although the highlight of the telecast
will be the live coverage of the EasternWestern football matchup, Combs and
Feltner were quick to point out that the
broadcast would also "show off both
Universities."
"The TV format will include film
segments from both Eastern and Western,
video tape of part of the Homecoming
cornation ceremony and filmed game
highlights. It will be as unbiased as
possible and not be one-sided. The Eastern
band, alumni band and Western's band
will all perform and I think it is a good way
to show the total programs of both institutions," Feltner said.
"We think it's a real fine opportunity to
display our football team and University in
general and possibly reach some people
who would never buy a ticket," Combs
said.
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Dress it up!

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 9 pjn.
Sunday 1:30-5:30

Dresses, skirts, sweaters, and jackets.

Britts has it all.

Soft and feminine or Tailored

perfect for any dressy get together.

"Clothes For
The Times
Of Your Life"

The broadcast will 'show
off both universities.'
While university officials were quite
vocal in their support for the telecast, head
coach Roy Kidd was a little more subdued
about the telecast.
"It's going to help us morale wise," Kidd
said, "and if we look good then it will
certainly help us in recruiting."
Western's field general, Jimmy Feix,
who has been before the viewing audience
previously said his team will be better
prepared this time around.
"We have had the opportunity to play on
TV before and I think our players and
more importantly our coaches will adjust
better this time. The last TV game was
quite distracting and it bothered me
mentally. but I think it will definitely help
our program. It will give us exposure
where we may not of had any before,"
Feix said.
Trease summed up the atmosphere
toward the telecast best by saying "It's
one of the best rivalries in the country and
we're happy to be a part of it"

Coordinates from Britts can get you ready
for any occasion.

Brand names such as

Bobbie Brooks and Modern Juniors shown
here set you up right for all activities.

kitt*

University Shopping Center
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Chapin, Jacobs to star in Saturday's concert

l-ori Jacobs hopes her single "Tugboat
Annie" will give her the national
prominence that has eluded her so far.
Tickets for the concert are $3 for students
and U for non students.

ByTINASCHOKWK
Arts Editor
Actor, songwriter, guitarist and singer
Tom Chapin and singer-songwriter Lori
Jacobs will be in Brock Auditorium for this
year's Homecoming concert, Oct. 22 at
7:30 p.m.
Chapin is perhaps best-known as the host
of the award-winning children's show
"Make A Wish", which ran for five years
on ABC.
Chapin, brother of recording star Harry
Chapin, was a basketball All-American,
has acted in documentary films and has
performed in some of the best-known folk
clubs in the country.
Billboard Magazine describes Chapin as
"one of those natural-born entertainers
who with nothing more sophisticated than
a guitar in hand can totally captivate.
The evening will be opened by Jacobs,

who has been singing professionally for ten
years. She writes all of her own songs and
has been called a singer in the tradition of
Carole King, Joni Mitchell and Kris
Kr ist offer soi i
A major part of Jacob's appeal has
always been her ability to share her
feelings with others through her music.
She says she feels her audiences identify
with the universal subjects of her
songs—love, hurt, feeling good and feeling
bad.
Jacobs says she hopes her recent single
"Tugboat Annie" will bring her the hit
record she has been hoping for and will
give her the national prominence that has
eluded her so far.
Tickets for the concert are $3 for
students, $4 for non-students and are
available at the information desk in the
Powell Building and at the door.

TomCaapta. star of former ABC series
"Make a Wish" will appear in concert
Saturday night in Brock Auditorium. He
has performed in some of the best known
folk-rock clubs in the country and "can
totally captivate."

Make-up subtle, lips emphasized this fall
By K ATM Y ROARK
Stail Writer
The key word in make-up this fall is subtle. Colors are deep-toned but not harsh
and more emphasis is placed on lips now
instead of eyes.
For daytime, the look is natural. Earthy
tones with brown or cinnamon undertones
are popular colors for cheeks and lips.
Eyes are shaded lightly in deep green or
bronze and lashes are brushed lightly with
just a touch of mascara

Makeup for nighttime or special occasions is dazzling. You can be more
dramatic and creative with' evening
colors.
For a really special look, start with a
frosted foundation and follow with a translucent powder. Use colors as close to
your own skin tone as possible to play up
your natural coloring.
Color eyes with deep blue, plum or
green. Gold eye shadow or other metallic
colors bring out the glitter of your eyes and

Hair is back to long again this fall. While
short hair is more convenient, the versatility of extra length makes it easier to
find styles to suit different moods.
Evening hair is more fussed over. Wear
it full and curly with a flower tucked in for
glamour, or swirl hair into a loose sexy top
knot. This looks fantastic with the new
evening clothes.
Of course clean, healthy, wellconditioned hair and a good cut are basic
*v>any namvyie. •—*"-

The most important thing to remember
is that makeup will look much better if you
start with healthy skin. A consistent cleansing routine is essential to a good complexion. Eating the proper foods and getting plenty of rest will enhance skin more
than any make-up ever will.
Along with make-up, hair is also important for that just right look... - in
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are a beautiful alternative for a more
glamourous look.
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"Harolde's has them."

Floating down memory lane
This was a typical edition of the early floats that rolled down Main St. in the late 40s. No, a
Shirley Temple look-alike contest was not a regular Homecoming feature.

Luyster finds reign sweet and sour
lfrsmpagel

Timette for the swim team and I had a lot
of hours," she said
"Being.an. RA was my whole life. You
wouldn't Believe how much time it takes. I
finally said, 'Well I don't dance,'" like the
queen last year.
Luyster said they wanted her to do
something in the picture and they
suggested she play pool. "Well, I thought
that would look kind of tacky and I don't
ever go play pool over in the Powell
Building, but I did it just to make them
happy."
They took a lot of pictures, she said, but
they ended up using the one of her playing
pooL
Of course, Luyster said there were a lot

more nice things that came with being
homecoming queen than bad things.
She said she really got a lot of attention
after she was chosen queen
"Boys I didn't even know would call me
and say, 'I heard you got homecoming
queen. Will you come down to the lobby so
I can see you?'
"I would go," she said, "but I felt like I
was being rated or something."
Another guy called and told her he
thought she was the best looking girl on
campus.
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Luyster said she is also excited about
this year's homecoming.
"I can just feel the thrill for the girl who
wins," she said.

Clothes
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"Lane* Limited"

Leather Coats for Man |

"Ckrthej to you" Top tor her Slacks For HOT By "Coconut"
Shirt tor Him From the
"HuUpoh Collection"
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Garland Jetts

East Main Street
Downtown, Richmond

Outdoors, Indoors
Rags A Britches
has the
Right Fashions
Blue Jean Dress by Outrageous
Shirt & Cowl Neck by California
Checked Three Piece Outfit by B.J. Juniors

Dress Smart
for Homecoming
or anytime, in varieties of
fashion clothing,
Presented by

Garland Jett's
Rags And Britches.
Garland Jells

Young Edwardian Dress by Arpeja
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Nifty Top by California
Coat, Vest, Slacks, & Shirt by Old Town

